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We describe the quantum phase transition in the N -state chiral clock model in spatial
dimension d = 1. With couplings chosen to preserve time-reversal and spatial inversion
symmetries, such a model is in the universality class of recent experimental studies of the
ordering of pumped Rydberg states in a one-dimensional chain of trapped ultracold alkali
atoms. For such couplings and N = 3, the clock model is expected to have a direct phase
transition from a gapped phase with a broken global ZN symmetry, to a gapped phase
with the ZN symmetry restored. The transition has dynamical critical exponent z 6= 1,
and so cannot be described by a relativistic quantum field theory. We use a lattice duality
transformation to map the transition onto that of a Bose gas in d = 1, involving the onset of
a single boson condensate in the background of a higher-dimensional N -boson condensate.
We present a renormalization group analysis of the strongly coupled field theory for the Bose
gas transition in an expansion in 2− d, with 4−N chosen to be of order 2− d. At two-loop
order, we find a regime of parameters with a renormalization group fixed point which can
describe a direct phase transition. We also present numerical density-matrix renormalization
group studies of lattice chiral clock and Bose gas models for N = 3, finding good evidence
for a direct phase transition, and obtain estimates for z and the correlation length exponent
ν.
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3I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments on one-dimensional chains of Rb atoms excited to Rydberg states by Bernien
et al. [1] have displayed quantum transitions to ordered states with a period of N sites, with N ≥ 2.
This phase transition is described by a model of hard-core bosons proposed by Fendley et al. [2].
Such phase transitions are in the universality class of the ZN clock model with couplings which
preserve both time-reversal and spatial inversion symmetries. For N ≥ 3, the required clock models
must be chiral [3, 4]: domain walls have distinct energies depending upon whether the clock rotates
clockwise or counterclockwise upon crossing the wall while moving to the right.
There has been much theoretical and numerical work on ZN chiral clock models, both as quan-
tum models in one spatial dimension (d), and as classical models in two spatial dimensions [3–18].
These models exhibit a complex phase diagram with 3 types of phases:
(i) a gapped phase with long-range ZN order (this phase was referred to as ‘topological’ in a
parafermionic formulation [11, 12]),
(ii) a gapped phase with no broken symmetry and exponentially decaying ZN correlations, and
(iii) a gapless phase with incommensurate ZN correlations decaying as a power-law.
It is important to note, however, that many of the previous studies are under conditions in which
the Hamiltonian does not preserve time-reversal and/or spatial inversion symmetries. Imposing
time-reversal and spatial inversion symmetries will be crucial for our theoretical analysis, and in-
deed, such symmetries are present in the Rydberg atom realization [1]. With these symmetries
imposed, we will examine the direct transition between the two gapped phases noted above, with-
out an intermediate incommensurate phase. The possibility of such a direct transition was already
noted in early work [5], but was questioned subsequently [7] (see Appendix E). However, numer-
ical evidence for a direct transition for N = 3 has emerged in recent work [12, 14]. This paper
will provide a field-theoretic renormalization group analysis of the direct transition, along with
additional numerical density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) results. Our main theoretical
tool will be a duality mapping of the chiral clock model transition in d = 1 onto that of a Bose
gas, involving the onset of a single boson condensate in the background of a higher-dimensional
N -boson condensate [19].
Let us begin by writing down a possible field theory for period-N ordering [2]. Let Φ be the
density wave order parameter, so that Φ→ e2piin/NΦ under translation by n lattice spacings, where
n is a positive or negative integer. Using translational and time-reversal symmetries (described in
more detail below), we obtain an action defined on continuous d = 1 space (x) and imaginary time
(τ):
SΦ =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΦ|2 + |∂xΦ|2 + iαxΦ∗∂xΦ + sΦ|Φ|2 + u|Φ|4 + λ
(
ΦN + (Φ∗)N
) ]
(1)
We show the phase diagram of SΦ in d > 1 in Fig. 1, and in d = 1 in Fig. 2. The field theory
SΦ also applies to the chiral clock model with order parameter Φ, in which case Φ → e2piin/NΦ is
an internal symmetry of the clock model, without combining with spatial translations. So in the
4s 
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S , d > 1
<latexit sha1_base64="e35P4r2kzbbKUSrP8Mo2Wo9DGfc=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XrXPju8DfI7dou2BCH5inXzBKTlj4HniTkkBTVHt5D+8IKJJaMYpJ0q1XCfW7ZRIzSiHke0lCmJCB6QHLUMF CUG10/F5I3xolAB3I2me0His/p5ISajUMPRNMltezXqZ+J/XSnT3rJ0yEScaBJ181E041hHOusIBk0A1HxpCqGRmV0z7RBJqOlC2KcGdPXme1Msl1/DrcqFyMa0jh/bRATpCLjpFFXSFqqiG KHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr1PogvWdGYP/YH1+Q2PZqIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e35P4r2kzbbKUSrP8Mo2Wo9DGfc=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XrXPju8DfI7dou2BCH5inXzBKTlj4HniTkkBTVHt5D+8IKJJaMYpJ0q1XCfW7ZRIzSiHke0lCmJCB6QHLUMF CUG10/F5I3xolAB3I2me0His/p5ISajUMPRNMltezXqZ+J/XSnT3rJ0yEScaBJ181E041hHOusIBk0A1HxpCqGRmV0z7RBJqOlC2KcGdPXme1Msl1/DrcqFyMa0jh/bRATpCLjpFFXSFqqiG KHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr1PogvWdGYP/YH1+Q2PZqIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e35P4r2kzbbKUSrP8Mo2Wo9DGfc=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XrXPju8DfI7dou2BCH5inXzBKTlj4HniTkkBTVHt5D+8IKJJaMYpJ0q1XCfW7ZRIzSiHke0lCmJCB6QHLUMF CUG10/F5I3xolAB3I2me0His/p5ISajUMPRNMltezXqZ+J/XSnT3rJ0yEScaBJ181E041hHOusIBk0A1HxpCqGRmV0z7RBJqOlC2KcGdPXme1Msl1/DrcqFyMa0jh/bRATpCLjpFFXSFqqiG KHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr1PogvWdGYP/YH1+Q2PZqIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e35P4r2kzbbKUSrP8Mo2Wo9DGfc=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XrXPju8DfI7dou2BCH5inXzBKTlj4HniTkkBTVHt5D+8IKJJaMYpJ0q1XCfW7ZRIzSiHke0lCmJCB6QHLUMF CUG10/F5I3xolAB3I2me0His/p5ISajUMPRNMltezXqZ+J/XSnT3rJ0yEScaBJ181E041hHOusIBk0A1HxpCqGRmV0z7RBJqOlC2KcGdPXme1Msl1/DrcqFyMa0jh/bRATpCLjpFFXSFqqiG KHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr1PogvWdGYP/YH1+Q2PZqIX</latexit>
s 
<latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJiv L/lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wb m02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P mlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7ei V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92 Ss6c0yexNu4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM 5dgBZUa4XQkbUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN 096L9+59LFoLXj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJiv L/lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wb m02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P mlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7ei V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92 Ss6c0yexNu4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM 5dgBZUa4XQkbUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN 096L9+59LFoLXj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJiv L/lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wb m02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P mlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7ei V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92 Ss6c0yexNu4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM 5dgBZUa4XQkbUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN 096L9+59LFoLXj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJiv L/lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wb m02WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P mlZnhvEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7ei V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92 Ss6c0yexNu4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM 5dgBZUa4XQkbUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN 096L9+59LFoLXj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit>
h i = 0
Gapped
<latexit sha1_base64="j6mMJe7sNNYGRk WlOAfSFTOj3Dw=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbHW9Wlm2AruCoz3ehGqLrQZQVbC00pmcxp G5rJDElGKEOfx42v4qYLpbj1QUwvgrYeCHz5z/lJzh8kgmvjeRMnt7a+sbmV33Z3dvf2DwqH Rw0dp4pBncUiVs2AahBcQt1wI6CZKKBRIOApGNxO+0/PoDSP5aMZJtCOaE/yLmfUWKlTuCYB 9LjMGEgDauSWiKCyJwCTmuaYqPnlCnslQtw7miQQWiAgwx9Lp1D0yt6s8Cr4CyiiRdU6hTEJ Y5ZG1s4E1brle4lpZ1QZzgSMXJJqSCgb0B60LEoagW5ns1VH+MwqIe7Gyh5p8Ez97chopPUw CuxkRE1fL/em4n+9Vmq6l+2MyyQ1INn8oW4qsInxNDcccgXMiKEFyhS3f8WsTxVlNgPt2hD8 5ZVXoVEp+5YfKsXqzSKOPDpBp+gc+egCVdE9qqE6YugFvaF39OG8OmNn4nzOR3POwnOM/pT z9Q33U6ZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j6mMJe7sNNYGRk WlOAfSFTOj3Dw=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbHW9Wlm2AruCoz3ehGqLrQZQVbC00pmcxp G5rJDElGKEOfx42v4qYLpbj1QUwvgrYeCHz5z/lJzh8kgmvjeRMnt7a+sbmV33Z3dvf2DwqH Rw0dp4pBncUiVs2AahBcQt1wI6CZKKBRIOApGNxO+0/PoDSP5aMZJtCOaE/yLmfUWKlTuCYB 9LjMGEgDauSWiKCyJwCTmuaYqPnlCnslQtw7miQQWiAgwx9Lp1D0yt6s8Cr4CyiiRdU6hTEJ Y5ZG1s4E1brle4lpZ1QZzgSMXJJqSCgb0B60LEoagW5ns1VH+MwqIe7Gyh5p8Ez97chopPUw CuxkRE1fL/em4n+9Vmq6l+2MyyQ1INn8oW4qsInxNDcccgXMiKEFyhS3f8WsTxVlNgPt2hD8 5ZVXoVEp+5YfKsXqzSKOPDpBp+gc+egCVdE9qqE6YugFvaF39OG8OmNn4nzOR3POwnOM/pT z9Q33U6ZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j6mMJe7sNNYGRk WlOAfSFTOj3Dw=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbHW9Wlm2AruCoz3ehGqLrQZQVbC00pmcxp G5rJDElGKEOfx42v4qYLpbj1QUwvgrYeCHz5z/lJzh8kgmvjeRMnt7a+sbmV33Z3dvf2DwqH Rw0dp4pBncUiVs2AahBcQt1wI6CZKKBRIOApGNxO+0/PoDSP5aMZJtCOaE/yLmfUWKlTuCYB 9LjMGEgDauSWiKCyJwCTmuaYqPnlCnslQtw7miQQWiAgwx9Lp1D0yt6s8Cr4CyiiRdU6hTEJ Y5ZG1s4E1brle4lpZ1QZzgSMXJJqSCgb0B60LEoagW5ns1VH+MwqIe7Gyh5p8Ez97chopPUw CuxkRE1fL/em4n+9Vmq6l+2MyyQ1INn8oW4qsInxNDcccgXMiKEFyhS3f8WsTxVlNgPt2hD8 5ZVXoVEp+5YfKsXqzSKOPDpBp+gc+egCVdE9qqE6YugFvaF39OG8OmNn4nzOR3POwnOM/pT z9Q33U6ZZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j6mMJe7sNNYGRk WlOAfSFTOj3Dw=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbHW9Wlm2AruCoz3ehGqLrQZQVbC00pmcxp G5rJDElGKEOfx42v4qYLpbj1QUwvgrYeCHz5z/lJzh8kgmvjeRMnt7a+sbmV33Z3dvf2DwqH Rw0dp4pBncUiVs2AahBcQt1wI6CZKKBRIOApGNxO+0/PoDSP5aMZJtCOaE/yLmfUWKlTuCYB 9LjMGEgDauSWiKCyJwCTmuaYqPnlCnslQtw7miQQWiAgwx9Lp1D0yt6s8Cr4CyiiRdU6hTEJ Y5ZG1s4E1brle4lpZ1QZzgSMXJJqSCgb0B60LEoagW5ns1VH+MwqIe7Gyh5p8Ez97chopPUw CuxkRE1fL/em4n+9Vmq6l+2MyyQ1INn8oW4qsInxNDcccgXMiKEFyhS3f8WsTxVlNgPt2hD8 5ZVXoVEp+5YfKsXqzSKOPDpBp+gc+egCVdE9qqE6YugFvaF39OG8OmNn4nzOR3POwnOM/pT z9Q33U6ZZ</latexit>
Single boson condensate
h i 6= 0
Gapped
<latexit sha1_base64="+K91XYp7XoHxYXdjhkgm8OtMxEA=">AAACR3icbZC/bxMxFMd9 gZZw0HLAyGKRIDFFd1naMYIBxlRtkkpxiN75XhIrPvtq+5CiU/47FlY2/gUWhlaoI05ySJDwJEsff7/v+cc3LaSwLo6/B40HD4+OHzUfh0+enpw+i56/GFpdGo4DrqU21ylYlELhwAkn8bow CHkqcZQu32/80Wc0Vmh15VYFTnKYKzETHJyXptEnluJcqIqjcmjW4aVQc4k01VarkGuVobLgkLGwzSRsPda3gjJTbxTe0Ljt/Q9QFJh5YKiyP+dNo1bcibdFDyGpoUXq6k+jbyzTvMz9OJdg 7TiJCzepwDjBJa5DVlosgC9hjmOPCnK0k2qbw5q+8UpGZ9r4pRzdqn9PVJBbu8pT35mDW9h9byP+zxuXbnY+qYQqSoeK7y6alZI6TTeh0kwY5E6uPAA3wr+V8gUY4D4DG/oQkv0vH8Kw20k8 X3RbvXd1HE3yirwmb0lCzkiPfCR9MiCcfCE/yC25C74GP4Nfwf2utRHUMy/JP9UIfgM3FrFy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+K91XYp7XoHxYXdjhkgm8OtMxEA=">AAACR3icbZC/bxMxFMd9 gZZw0HLAyGKRIDFFd1naMYIBxlRtkkpxiN75XhIrPvtq+5CiU/47FlY2/gUWhlaoI05ySJDwJEsff7/v+cc3LaSwLo6/B40HD4+OHzUfh0+enpw+i56/GFpdGo4DrqU21ylYlELhwAkn8bow CHkqcZQu32/80Wc0Vmh15VYFTnKYKzETHJyXptEnluJcqIqjcmjW4aVQc4k01VarkGuVobLgkLGwzSRsPda3gjJTbxTe0Ljt/Q9QFJh5YKiyP+dNo1bcibdFDyGpoUXq6k+jbyzTvMz9OJdg 7TiJCzepwDjBJa5DVlosgC9hjmOPCnK0k2qbw5q+8UpGZ9r4pRzdqn9PVJBbu8pT35mDW9h9byP+zxuXbnY+qYQqSoeK7y6alZI6TTeh0kwY5E6uPAA3wr+V8gUY4D4DG/oQkv0vH8Kw20k8 X3RbvXd1HE3yirwmb0lCzkiPfCR9MiCcfCE/yC25C74GP4Nfwf2utRHUMy/JP9UIfgM3FrFy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+K91XYp7XoHxYXdjhkgm8OtMxEA=">AAACR3icbZC/bxMxFMd9 gZZw0HLAyGKRIDFFd1naMYIBxlRtkkpxiN75XhIrPvtq+5CiU/47FlY2/gUWhlaoI05ySJDwJEsff7/v+cc3LaSwLo6/B40HD4+OHzUfh0+enpw+i56/GFpdGo4DrqU21ylYlELhwAkn8bow CHkqcZQu32/80Wc0Vmh15VYFTnKYKzETHJyXptEnluJcqIqjcmjW4aVQc4k01VarkGuVobLgkLGwzSRsPda3gjJTbxTe0Ljt/Q9QFJh5YKiyP+dNo1bcibdFDyGpoUXq6k+jbyzTvMz9OJdg 7TiJCzepwDjBJa5DVlosgC9hjmOPCnK0k2qbw5q+8UpGZ9r4pRzdqn9PVJBbu8pT35mDW9h9byP+zxuXbnY+qYQqSoeK7y6alZI6TTeh0kwY5E6uPAA3wr+V8gUY4D4DG/oQkv0vH8Kw20k8 X3RbvXd1HE3yirwmb0lCzkiPfCR9MiCcfCE/yC25C74GP4Nfwf2utRHUMy/JP9UIfgM3FrFy</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+K91XYp7XoHxYXdjhkgm8OtMxEA=">AAACR3icbZC/bxMxFMd9 gZZw0HLAyGKRIDFFd1naMYIBxlRtkkpxiN75XhIrPvtq+5CiU/47FlY2/gUWhlaoI05ySJDwJEsff7/v+cc3LaSwLo6/B40HD4+OHzUfh0+enpw+i56/GFpdGo4DrqU21ylYlELhwAkn8bow CHkqcZQu32/80Wc0Vmh15VYFTnKYKzETHJyXptEnluJcqIqjcmjW4aVQc4k01VarkGuVobLgkLGwzSRsPda3gjJTbxTe0Ljt/Q9QFJh5YKiyP+dNo1bcibdFDyGpoUXq6k+jbyzTvMz9OJdg 7TiJCzepwDjBJa5DVlosgC9hjmOPCnK0k2qbw5q+8UpGZ9r4pRzdqn9PVJBbu8pT35mDW9h9byP+zxuXbnY+qYQqSoeK7y6alZI6TTeh0kwY5E6uPAA3wr+V8gUY4D4DG/oQkv0vH8Kw20k8 X3RbvXd1HE3yirwmb0lCzkiPfCR9MiCcfCE/yC25C74GP4Nfwf2utRHUMy/JP9UIfgM3FrFy</latexit>
S , d > 1
<latexit sha1_base64="a3VEbJOl3JaTOV5amMB2eS99FxU=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XlWx4/sAn2O3aHsggp9YJ19wSs4YeJ64U1JAU1Q7+Q8viGgSmnHKiVIt14l1OyVSM8phZHuJgpjQAelBy1BB QlDtdHzeCB8aJcDdSJonNB6rvydSEio1DH2TzJZXs14m/ue1Et09a6dMxIkGQScfdROOdYSzrnDAJFDNh4YQKpnZFdM+kYSaDpRtSnBnT54n9XLJNfy6XKhcTOvIoX10gI6Qi05RBV2hKqoh ih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We+T6II1ndlDf2B9fgOhBKIi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3VEbJOl3JaTOV5amMB2eS99FxU=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XlWx4/sAn2O3aHsggp9YJ19wSs4YeJ64U1JAU1Q7+Q8viGgSmnHKiVIt14l1OyVSM8phZHuJgpjQAelBy1BB QlDtdHzeCB8aJcDdSJonNB6rvydSEio1DH2TzJZXs14m/ue1Et09a6dMxIkGQScfdROOdYSzrnDAJFDNh4YQKpnZFdM+kYSaDpRtSnBnT54n9XLJNfy6XKhcTOvIoX10gI6Qi05RBV2hKqoh ih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We+T6II1ndlDf2B9fgOhBKIi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3VEbJOl3JaTOV5amMB2eS99FxU=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XlWx4/sAn2O3aHsggp9YJ19wSs4YeJ64U1JAU1Q7+Q8viGgSmnHKiVIt14l1OyVSM8phZHuJgpjQAelBy1BB QlDtdHzeCB8aJcDdSJonNB6rvydSEio1DH2TzJZXs14m/ue1Et09a6dMxIkGQScfdROOdYSzrnDAJFDNh4YQKpnZFdM+kYSaDpRtSnBnT54n9XLJNfy6XKhcTOvIoX10gI6Qi05RBV2hKqoh ih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We+T6II1ndlDf2B9fgOhBKIi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3VEbJOl3JaTOV5amMB2eS99FxU=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM34 rOOr6tJNsBVcSJkpiK6k6MZlRfuATimZzG0bmskMSUYoQ/0RN/6KGxeKCK70b8y0FbT1QOBwzrnk3uPHnCntOF/WwuLS8spqbs1e39jc2s7v7NZVlEgKNRrxSDZ9ooAzATXNNIdmLIGEPoeG P7jM/MYdSMUicauHMbRD0hOsyyjRRurkTzwfekykFIQGObKLXkh0nxKe3ow6XlWx4/sAn2O3aHsggp9YJ19wSs4YeJ64U1JAU1Q7+Q8viGgSmnHKiVIt14l1OyVSM8phZHuJgpjQAelBy1BB QlDtdHzeCB8aJcDdSJonNB6rvydSEio1DH2TzJZXs14m/ue1Et09a6dMxIkGQScfdROOdYSzrnDAJFDNh4YQKpnZFdM+kYSaDpRtSnBnT54n9XLJNfy6XKhcTOvIoX10gI6Qi05RBV2hKqoh ih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We+T6II1ndlDf2B9fgOhBKIi</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Zero temperature phase diagrams of SΦ (Eq. (1)) and SΨ (Eq. (2)) in spatial dimensions d > 1.
This paper studies the transition in SΨ in an expansion in (2 − d). In d > 1, SΦ and SΦ describe distinct
physical phenomena, and are expected to have different phase diagrams and transitions.
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s 
<latexit sha1_base64="Mp9EpgmTO2Wn8mVfqOj3TFJvFOg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61 etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02kbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyWCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNY1KNcMGU0LpdkQNCi6xYbkV2E400jgS2IrGt7N66w m14Uo+2EmCYUyHkg84o9ZZTdPr1ke8V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9xdIYpWWCGtMJ/MSGGdWWM4HTUjc1mFA2pkPsOJQ0RhNm822n5Mw5fTJQ2j1pydz9PZHR2JhJHLnOmNqRWa7NzP9qndQOrs OMyyS1KNnio0EqiFVkdjrpc43MiokDyjR3uxI2opoy6wIquRCC5ZNXoXlRDRzfX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyR9/kDbrKPBQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mp9EpgmTO2Wn8mVfqOj3TFJvFOg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61 etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02kbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyWCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNY1KNcMGU0LpdkQNCi6xYbkV2E400jgS2IrGt7N66w m14Uo+2EmCYUyHkg84o9ZZTdPr1ke8V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9xdIYpWWCGtMJ/MSGGdWWM4HTUjc1mFA2pkPsOJQ0RhNm822n5Mw5fTJQ2j1pydz9PZHR2JhJHLnOmNqRWa7NzP9qndQOrs OMyyS1KNnio0EqiFVkdjrpc43MiokDyjR3uxI2opoy6wIquRCC5ZNXoXlRDRzfX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyR9/kDbrKPBQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mp9EpgmTO2Wn8mVfqOj3TFJvFOg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61 etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02kbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyWCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNY1KNcMGU0LpdkQNCi6xYbkV2E400jgS2IrGt7N66w m14Uo+2EmCYUyHkg84o9ZZTdPr1ke8V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9xdIYpWWCGtMJ/MSGGdWWM4HTUjc1mFA2pkPsOJQ0RhNm822n5Mw5fTJQ2j1pydz9PZHR2JhJHLnOmNqRWa7NzP9qndQOrs OMyyS1KNnio0EqiFVkdjrpc43MiokDyjR3uxI2opoy6wIquRCC5ZNXoXlRDRzfX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyR9/kDbrKPBQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mp9EpgmTO2Wn8mVfqOj3TFJvFOg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61 etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02kbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyWCG+v7315hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8eNY1KNcMGU0LpdkQNCi6xYbkV2E400jgS2IrGt7N66w m14Uo+2EmCYUyHkg84o9ZZTdPr1ke8V674VX8usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9xdIYpWWCGtMJ/MSGGdWWM4HTUjc1mFA2pkPsOJQ0RhNm822n5Mw5fTJQ2j1pydz9PZHR2JhJHLnOmNqRWa7NzP9qndQOrs OMyyS1KNnio0EqiFVkdjrpc43MiokDyjR3uxI2opoy6wIquRCC5ZNXoXlRDRzfX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3kv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyR9/kDbrKPBQ==</latexit>
s 
<latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJivL /lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02 WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnh vEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7eiV674VX8 usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92Ss6c0yexN u4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM5dgBZUa4XQk bUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN096L9+59LFoL Xj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJivL /lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02 WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnh vEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7eiV674VX8 usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92Ss6c0yexN u4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM5dgBZUa4XQk bUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN096L9+59LFoL Xj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJivL /lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02 WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnh vEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7eiV674VX8 usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92Ss6c0yexN u4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM5dgBZUa4XQk bUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN096L9+59LFoL Xj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9AX0K1audrBJivL /lmziEz3YYsg=">AAAB7XicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoJF8FR2RdBj0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbm02 WZFYopf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTNs9aOsLgYd3ZsjMG6VSWPT9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmlZnh vEG01KbdkQtl0LxBgqUvJ0aTpNI8lY0up3VW0/cWKHVA45THiZ0oEQsGEVnNW2vW7eiV674VX8 usgpBDhXIVe+Vv7p9zbKEK2SSWtsJ/BTDCTUomOTTUjezPKVsRAe841DRhNtwMt92Ss6c0yexN u4pJHP398SEJtaOk8h1JhSHdrk2M/+rdTKMr8OJUGmGXLHFR3EmCWoyO530heEM5dgBZUa4XQk bUkMZuoBKLoRg+eRVaF5UA8f3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMHuEZXuHN096L9+59LFoL Xj5zDH/kff4Af2mPEA==</latexit>
ZN order in  
h i = 0
h i 6= 0
Gapped
<latexit sha1_base64="3mZ/liKOjxUH0bs ZFbFSJDUOb4g=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43/VWu1CURfBtuCqzLjRjSC60JVUsLbYlJLJ3Lb BTGZMMkIZuvER3fkGbnwH0x9RWy8EvpxzLzc5QSK4Np737rgLi0vLK6trufWNzfxWYXvnQcepY lBnsYhVM6AaBJdQN9wIaCYKaBQIaARPVyO/8QJK81jem0EC7Yj2JO9yRo2VOoVXEkCPy4yBNKC GuTKJqOkHQfY47NyWcaxCUJhLXCa1Pi8TYhsElT0BmNQ0x0RNLufYmzH7PyaR8Dzxr2mSQGiBg Ay/d3YKJa/qjQvPgz+FEppWrVN4I2HM0siOM0G1bvleYtoZVYYzAcMcSTUklD3RHrQsShqBbmf jrIa4YpUQd2NljzR4rP6eyGik9SAKbOcoCT3rjcT/vFZqumftjMskNSDZZFE3FdjEeBQ8DrkC ZsTAAmWK27di1qeKMpuBztkQ/Nkvz8PDSdW3fHdSuricxrGKDtAROkY+OkUX6AbVUB0x9OHknV 1nz/l0i+6+ezhpdZ3pTBH9KbfyBXjSt1A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3mZ/liKOjxUH0bs ZFbFSJDUOb4g=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43/VWu1CURfBtuCqzLjRjSC60JVUsLbYlJLJ3Lb BTGZMMkIZuvER3fkGbnwH0x9RWy8EvpxzLzc5QSK4Np737rgLi0vLK6trufWNzfxWYXvnQcepY lBnsYhVM6AaBJdQN9wIaCYKaBQIaARPVyO/8QJK81jem0EC7Yj2JO9yRo2VOoVXEkCPy4yBNKC GuTKJqOkHQfY47NyWcaxCUJhLXCa1Pi8TYhsElT0BmNQ0x0RNLufYmzH7PyaR8Dzxr2mSQGiBg Ay/d3YKJa/qjQvPgz+FEppWrVN4I2HM0siOM0G1bvleYtoZVYYzAcMcSTUklD3RHrQsShqBbmf jrIa4YpUQd2NljzR4rP6eyGik9SAKbOcoCT3rjcT/vFZqumftjMskNSDZZFE3FdjEeBQ8DrkC ZsTAAmWK27di1qeKMpuBztkQ/Nkvz8PDSdW3fHdSuricxrGKDtAROkY+OkUX6AbVUB0x9OHknV 1nz/l0i+6+ezhpdZ3pTBH9KbfyBXjSt1A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3mZ/liKOjxUH0bs ZFbFSJDUOb4g=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43/VWu1CURfBtuCqzLjRjSC60JVUsLbYlJLJ3Lb BTGZMMkIZuvER3fkGbnwH0x9RWy8EvpxzLzc5QSK4Np737rgLi0vLK6trufWNzfxWYXvnQcepY lBnsYhVM6AaBJdQN9wIaCYKaBQIaARPVyO/8QJK81jem0EC7Yj2JO9yRo2VOoVXEkCPy4yBNKC GuTKJqOkHQfY47NyWcaxCUJhLXCa1Pi8TYhsElT0BmNQ0x0RNLufYmzH7PyaR8Dzxr2mSQGiBg Ay/d3YKJa/qjQvPgz+FEppWrVN4I2HM0siOM0G1bvleYtoZVYYzAcMcSTUklD3RHrQsShqBbmf jrIa4YpUQd2NljzR4rP6eyGik9SAKbOcoCT3rjcT/vFZqumftjMskNSDZZFE3FdjEeBQ8DrkC ZsTAAmWK27di1qeKMpuBztkQ/Nkvz8PDSdW3fHdSuricxrGKDtAROkY+OkUX6AbVUB0x9OHknV 1nz/l0i+6+ezhpdZ3pTBH9KbfyBXjSt1A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3mZ/liKOjxUH0bs ZFbFSJDUOb4g=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43/VWu1CURfBtuCqzLjRjSC60JVUsLbYlJLJ3Lb BTGZMMkIZuvER3fkGbnwH0x9RWy8EvpxzLzc5QSK4Np737rgLi0vLK6trufWNzfxWYXvnQcepY lBnsYhVM6AaBJdQN9wIaCYKaBQIaARPVyO/8QJK81jem0EC7Yj2JO9yRo2VOoVXEkCPy4yBNKC GuTKJqOkHQfY47NyWcaxCUJhLXCa1Pi8TYhsElT0BmNQ0x0RNLufYmzH7PyaR8Dzxr2mSQGiBg Ay/d3YKJa/qjQvPgz+FEppWrVN4I2HM0siOM0G1bvleYtoZVYYzAcMcSTUklD3RHrQsShqBbmf jrIa4YpUQd2NljzR4rP6eyGik9SAKbOcoCT3rjcT/vFZqumftjMskNSDZZFE3FdjEeBQ8DrkC ZsTAAmWK27di1qeKMpuBztkQ/Nkvz8PDSdW3fHdSuricxrGKDtAROkY+OkUX6AbVUB0x9OHknV 1nz/l0i+6+ezhpdZ3pTBH9KbfyBXjSt1A=</latexit>
ZN order in  
h i 6= 0
h i = 0
Gapped
<latexit sha1_base64="gfZcN7PtmR/aGETnahNKn6aP9aU=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43 /9q3ahqItgK7gqM250I4gudCUVrIpNKZnMbRvMZMYkI5ShGx/RnW/gxncw046orRcCX865l5ucIBFcG897d9yZ2bn5hcWl0vLK6tp6eWPzTsepYtBksYjVQ0A1CC6habgR8JAooFEg4D54usj9+x dQmsfy1gwSaEe0J3mXM2qs1Cm/kgB6XGYMpAE1LNVIRE0/CLLHYee6hmMVgsJc4hppaF4jxDYIKnsCcC5gooqLhGfsTfj9H/90bF7SJIHQAgEZfu/slKte3RsVnga/gCoqqtEpv5EwZmlkx5mgWr d8LzHtjCrDmYBhiaQaEsqeaA9aFiWNQLezUVZDfGCVEHdjZY80eKT+nshopPUgCmxnnoSe9HLxP6+Vmu5JO+MySQ1INl7UTQU2Mc6DxyFXwIwYWKBMcftWzPpUUWYz0CUbgj/55Wm4O6r7lm+Oq mfnRRyLaBfto0Pko2N0hq5QAzURQx/OmrPlbDufbsXdcffGra5TzFTQn3IPvgCaKrdb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gfZcN7PtmR/aGETnahNKn6aP9aU=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43 /9q3ahqItgK7gqM250I4gudCUVrIpNKZnMbRvMZMYkI5ShGx/RnW/gxncw046orRcCX865l5ucIBFcG897d9yZ2bn5hcWl0vLK6tp6eWPzTsepYtBksYjVQ0A1CC6habgR8JAooFEg4D54usj9+x dQmsfy1gwSaEe0J3mXM2qs1Cm/kgB6XGYMpAE1LNVIRE0/CLLHYee6hmMVgsJc4hppaF4jxDYIKnsCcC5gooqLhGfsTfj9H/90bF7SJIHQAgEZfu/slKte3RsVnga/gCoqqtEpv5EwZmlkx5mgWr d8LzHtjCrDmYBhiaQaEsqeaA9aFiWNQLezUVZDfGCVEHdjZY80eKT+nshopPUgCmxnnoSe9HLxP6+Vmu5JO+MySQ1INl7UTQU2Mc6DxyFXwIwYWKBMcftWzPpUUWYz0CUbgj/55Wm4O6r7lm+Oq mfnRRyLaBfto0Pko2N0hq5QAzURQx/OmrPlbDufbsXdcffGra5TzFTQn3IPvgCaKrdb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gfZcN7PtmR/aGETnahNKn6aP9aU=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43 /9q3ahqItgK7gqM250I4gudCUVrIpNKZnMbRvMZMYkI5ShGx/RnW/gxncw046orRcCX865l5ucIBFcG897d9yZ2bn5hcWl0vLK6tp6eWPzTsepYtBksYjVQ0A1CC6habgR8JAooFEg4D54usj9+x dQmsfy1gwSaEe0J3mXM2qs1Cm/kgB6XGYMpAE1LNVIRE0/CLLHYee6hmMVgsJc4hppaF4jxDYIKnsCcC5gooqLhGfsTfj9H/90bF7SJIHQAgEZfu/slKte3RsVnga/gCoqqtEpv5EwZmlkx5mgWr d8LzHtjCrDmYBhiaQaEsqeaA9aFiWNQLezUVZDfGCVEHdjZY80eKT+nshopPUgCmxnnoSe9HLxP6+Vmu5JO+MySQ1INl7UTQU2Mc6DxyFXwIwYWKBMcftWzPpUUWYz0CUbgj/55Wm4O6r7lm+Oq mfnRRyLaBfto0Pko2N0hq5QAzURQx/OmrPlbDufbsXdcffGra5TzFTQn3IPvgCaKrdb</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gfZcN7PtmR/aGETnahNKn6aP9aU=">AAACa3icbZDNSgMxFIUz43 /9q3ahqItgK7gqM250I4gudCUVrIpNKZnMbRvMZMYkI5ShGx/RnW/gxncw046orRcCX865l5ucIBFcG897d9yZ2bn5hcWl0vLK6tp6eWPzTsepYtBksYjVQ0A1CC6habgR8JAooFEg4D54usj9+x dQmsfy1gwSaEe0J3mXM2qs1Cm/kgB6XGYMpAE1LNVIRE0/CLLHYee6hmMVgsJc4hppaF4jxDYIKnsCcC5gooqLhGfsTfj9H/90bF7SJIHQAgEZfu/slKte3RsVnga/gCoqqtEpv5EwZmlkx5mgWr d8LzHtjCrDmYBhiaQaEsqeaA9aFiWNQLezUVZDfGCVEHdjZY80eKT+nshopPUgCmxnnoSe9HLxP6+Vmu5JO+MySQ1INl7UTQU2Mc6DxyFXwIwYWKBMcftWzPpUUWYz0CUbgj/55Wm4O6r7lm+Oq mfnRRyLaBfto0Pko2N0hq5QAzURQx/OmrPlbDufbsXdcffGra5TzFTQn3IPvgCaKrdb</latexit>
PT<latexit sha1_base64="sdmFb6yrLfAJwly lPjiXWhIQNMA=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy4FCRbBVZnpRpdFNy4r9AWdoWQyd9rQTGZ IMkIZunPjr7hxoYhbf8Gdf2P6ELT1QODknHtI7gkzzpR23S+rtLa+sblV3rZ3dvf2D5zDo7ZKc 0mhRVOeym5IFHAmoKWZ5tDNJJAk5NAJRzdTv3MPUrFUNPU4gyAhA8FiRok2Ut859UMYMFFQEBr kxG40bR9E9HPvOxW36s6AV4m3IBW0QKPvfPpRSvPExCknSvU8N9NBQaRmlMPE9nMFGaEjMoCeo YIkoIJitscEnxslwnEqzREaz9TfiYIkSo2T0EwmRA/VsjcV//N6uY6vgoKJLNcg6PyhOOdYp3h aCo6YBKr52BBCJTN/xXRIJKGmA2WbErzllVdJu1b1DL+rVerXizrK6ASdoQvkoUtUR7eogVqI ogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt8tGQtMsfoD6yPbx36mXM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sdmFb6yrLfAJwly lPjiXWhIQNMA=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy4FCRbBVZnpRpdFNy4r9AWdoWQyd9rQTGZ IMkIZunPjr7hxoYhbf8Gdf2P6ELT1QODknHtI7gkzzpR23S+rtLa+sblV3rZ3dvf2D5zDo7ZKc 0mhRVOeym5IFHAmoKWZ5tDNJJAk5NAJRzdTv3MPUrFUNPU4gyAhA8FiRok2Ut859UMYMFFQEBr kxG40bR9E9HPvOxW36s6AV4m3IBW0QKPvfPpRSvPExCknSvU8N9NBQaRmlMPE9nMFGaEjMoCeo YIkoIJitscEnxslwnEqzREaz9TfiYIkSo2T0EwmRA/VsjcV//N6uY6vgoKJLNcg6PyhOOdYp3h aCo6YBKr52BBCJTN/xXRIJKGmA2WbErzllVdJu1b1DL+rVerXizrK6ASdoQvkoUtUR7eogVqI ogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt8tGQtMsfoD6yPbx36mXM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sdmFb6yrLfAJwly lPjiXWhIQNMA=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy4FCRbBVZnpRpdFNy4r9AWdoWQyd9rQTGZ IMkIZunPjr7hxoYhbf8Gdf2P6ELT1QODknHtI7gkzzpR23S+rtLa+sblV3rZ3dvf2D5zDo7ZKc 0mhRVOeym5IFHAmoKWZ5tDNJJAk5NAJRzdTv3MPUrFUNPU4gyAhA8FiRok2Ut859UMYMFFQEBr kxG40bR9E9HPvOxW36s6AV4m3IBW0QKPvfPpRSvPExCknSvU8N9NBQaRmlMPE9nMFGaEjMoCeo YIkoIJitscEnxslwnEqzREaz9TfiYIkSo2T0EwmRA/VsjcV//N6uY6vgoKJLNcg6PyhOOdYp3h aCo6YBKr52BBCJTN/xXRIJKGmA2WbErzllVdJu1b1DL+rVerXizrK6ASdoQvkoUtUR7eogVqI ogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt8tGQtMsfoD6yPbx36mXM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sdmFb6yrLfAJwly lPjiXWhIQNMA=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy4FCRbBVZnpRpdFNy4r9AWdoWQyd9rQTGZ IMkIZunPjr7hxoYhbf8Gdf2P6ELT1QODknHtI7gkzzpR23S+rtLa+sblV3rZ3dvf2D5zDo7ZKc 0mhRVOeym5IFHAmoKWZ5tDNJJAk5NAJRzdTv3MPUrFUNPU4gyAhA8FiRok2Ut859UMYMFFQEBr kxG40bR9E9HPvOxW36s6AV4m3IBW0QKPvfPpRSvPExCknSvU8N9NBQaRmlMPE9nMFGaEjMoCeo YIkoIJitscEnxslwnEqzREaz9TfiYIkSo2T0EwmRA/VsjcV//N6uY6vgoKJLNcg6PyhOOdYp3h aCo6YBKr52BBCJTN/xXRIJKGmA2WbErzllVdJu1b1DL+rVerXizrK6ASdoQvkoUtUR7eogVqI ogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt8tGQtMsfoD6yPbx36mXM=</latexit>
Gapless
Luttinger
liquid
<latexit sha1_base64="yGUqAV9t65WjJYZpoG4jruh9Mz4=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqks3g0VwVZJu7LLoQhcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzkyEEvorbvwVNy4U6U78GacPQVsPDBzOOZc79wQpZ0o7zqdVWFvf2Nwqbts7u3v7B6XDo5ZKMkmhSROeyE5AFHAmoKmZ5tBJJZA44NAOhldTv/ 0IUrFE3OtRCn5M+oJFjBJtpF6p5gXQZyKnIDTIsX1NUg5KeZ59m2nNRB+k52HOHjIW2h6I8CfZK5WdijMDXiXugpTRAo1eaeKFCc1iM045UarrOqn2cyI1oxzGtpcpSAkdkj50DRUkBuXnswvH+M woIY4SaZ7QeKb+nshJrNQoDkwyJnqglr2p+J/XzXRU83Mm0kyDoPNFUcaxTvC0LhwyCVTzkSGESmb+iumASEJNB8o2JbjLJ6+SVrXiGn5XLdcvF3UU0Qk6RefIRReojm5QAzURRU/oBb2hd+vZe rU+rMk8WrAWM8foD6yvb8xgpII=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yGUqAV9t65WjJYZpoG4jruh9Mz4=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqks3g0VwVZJu7LLoQhcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzkyEEvorbvwVNy4U6U78GacPQVsPDBzOOZc79wQpZ0o7zqdVWFvf2Nwqbts7u3v7B6XDo5ZKMkmhSROeyE5AFHAmoKmZ5tBJJZA44NAOhldTv/ 0IUrFE3OtRCn5M+oJFjBJtpF6p5gXQZyKnIDTIsX1NUg5KeZ59m2nNRB+k52HOHjIW2h6I8CfZK5WdijMDXiXugpTRAo1eaeKFCc1iM045UarrOqn2cyI1oxzGtpcpSAkdkj50DRUkBuXnswvH+M woIY4SaZ7QeKb+nshJrNQoDkwyJnqglr2p+J/XzXRU83Mm0kyDoPNFUcaxTvC0LhwyCVTzkSGESmb+iumASEJNB8o2JbjLJ6+SVrXiGn5XLdcvF3UU0Qk6RefIRReojm5QAzURRU/oBb2hd+vZe rU+rMk8WrAWM8foD6yvb8xgpII=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yGUqAV9t65WjJYZpoG4jruh9Mz4=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqks3g0VwVZJu7LLoQhcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzkyEEvorbvwVNy4U6U78GacPQVsPDBzOOZc79wQpZ0o7zqdVWFvf2Nwqbts7u3v7B6XDo5ZKMkmhSROeyE5AFHAmoKmZ5tBJJZA44NAOhldTv/ 0IUrFE3OtRCn5M+oJFjBJtpF6p5gXQZyKnIDTIsX1NUg5KeZ59m2nNRB+k52HOHjIW2h6I8CfZK5WdijMDXiXugpTRAo1eaeKFCc1iM045UarrOqn2cyI1oxzGtpcpSAkdkj50DRUkBuXnswvH+M woIY4SaZ7QeKb+nshJrNQoDkwyJnqglr2p+J/XzXRU83Mm0kyDoPNFUcaxTvC0LhwyCVTzkSGESmb+iumASEJNB8o2JbjLJ6+SVrXiGn5XLdcvF3UU0Qk6RefIRReojm5QAzURRU/oBb2hd+vZe rU+rMk8WrAWM8foD6yvb8xgpII=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yGUqAV9t65WjJYZpoG4jruh9Mz4=">AAACIXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqks3g0VwVZJu7LLoQhcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzkyEEvorbvwVNy4U6U78GacPQVsPDBzOOZc79wQpZ0o7zqdVWFvf2Nwqbts7u3v7B6XDo5ZKMkmhSROeyE5AFHAmoKmZ5tBJJZA44NAOhldTv/ 0IUrFE3OtRCn5M+oJFjBJtpF6p5gXQZyKnIDTIsX1NUg5KeZ59m2nNRB+k52HOHjIW2h6I8CfZK5WdijMDXiXugpTRAo1eaeKFCc1iM045UarrOqn2cyI1oxzGtpcpSAkdkj50DRUkBuXnswvH+M woIY4SaZ7QeKb+nshJrNQoDkwyJnqglr2p+J/XzXRU83Mm0kyDoPNFUcaxTvC0LhwyCVTzkSGESmb+iumASEJNB8o2JbjLJ6+SVrXiGn5XLdcvF3UU0Qk6RefIRReojm5QAzURRU/oBb2hd+vZe rU+rMk8WrAWM8foD6yvb8xgpII=</latexit>
This
paper
<latexit sha1_base64="ybbtYDS/J5fvJR5U2AtWVn/3FuM=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqEs3g0XoqiTd6LLoxmWFvqAJZTK5bYdOJmFmIpTQX3Djr7hxoYhbd+78G6dtBG09MHA45x7u3BOmnCntul9WaWNza3unvGvv7R8cHjnHJx2VZJJCmyY8kb2QKOBMQFszzaGXSiBxyKEbTm7mfv cepGKJaOlpCkFMRoINGSXaSAOn6ocwYiKnIDTImd0aM+X7dkpSkLYPIvpxBk7FrbkL4HXiFaSCCjQHzqcfJTSLTZxyolTfc1Md5ERqRjnMbD9TkBI6ISPoGypIDCrIFxfN8IVRIjxMpHlC44X6O5 GTWKlpHJrJmOixWvXm4n9eP9PDqyBnIs00CLpcNMw41gme14MjJoFqPjWEUMnMXzEdE0mo6UDZpgRv9eR10qnXPMPv6pXGdVFHGZ2hc1RFHrpEDXSLmqiNKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr0vR0tWkTlFf 2B9fAPbYJ2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ybbtYDS/J5fvJR5U2AtWVn/3FuM=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqEs3g0XoqiTd6LLoxmWFvqAJZTK5bYdOJmFmIpTQX3Djr7hxoYhbd+78G6dtBG09MHA45x7u3BOmnCntul9WaWNza3unvGvv7R8cHjnHJx2VZJJCmyY8kb2QKOBMQFszzaGXSiBxyKEbTm7mfv cepGKJaOlpCkFMRoINGSXaSAOn6ocwYiKnIDTImd0aM+X7dkpSkLYPIvpxBk7FrbkL4HXiFaSCCjQHzqcfJTSLTZxyolTfc1Md5ERqRjnMbD9TkBI6ISPoGypIDCrIFxfN8IVRIjxMpHlC44X6O5 GTWKlpHJrJmOixWvXm4n9eP9PDqyBnIs00CLpcNMw41gme14MjJoFqPjWEUMnMXzEdE0mo6UDZpgRv9eR10qnXPMPv6pXGdVFHGZ2hc1RFHrpEDXSLmqiNKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr0vR0tWkTlFf 2B9fAPbYJ2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ybbtYDS/J5fvJR5U2AtWVn/3FuM=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqEs3g0XoqiTd6LLoxmWFvqAJZTK5bYdOJmFmIpTQX3Djr7hxoYhbd+78G6dtBG09MHA45x7u3BOmnCntul9WaWNza3unvGvv7R8cHjnHJx2VZJJCmyY8kb2QKOBMQFszzaGXSiBxyKEbTm7mfv cepGKJaOlpCkFMRoINGSXaSAOn6ocwYiKnIDTImd0aM+X7dkpSkLYPIvpxBk7FrbkL4HXiFaSCCjQHzqcfJTSLTZxyolTfc1Md5ERqRjnMbD9TkBI6ISPoGypIDCrIFxfN8IVRIjxMpHlC44X6O5 GTWKlpHJrJmOixWvXm4n9eP9PDqyBnIs00CLpcNMw41gme14MjJoFqPjWEUMnMXzEdE0mo6UDZpgRv9eR10qnXPMPv6pXGdVFHGZ2hc1RFHrpEDXSLmqiNKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr0vR0tWkTlFf 2B9fAPbYJ2l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ybbtYDS/J5fvJR5U2AtWVn/3FuM=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV4 2vqEs3g0XoqiTd6LLoxmWFvqAJZTK5bYdOJmFmIpTQX3Djr7hxoYhbd+78G6dtBG09MHA45x7u3BOmnCntul9WaWNza3unvGvv7R8cHjnHJx2VZJJCmyY8kb2QKOBMQFszzaGXSiBxyKEbTm7mfv cepGKJaOlpCkFMRoINGSXaSAOn6ocwYiKnIDTImd0aM+X7dkpSkLYPIvpxBk7FrbkL4HXiFaSCCjQHzqcfJTSLTZxyolTfc1Md5ERqRjnMbD9TkBI6ISPoGypIDCrIFxfN8IVRIjxMpHlC44X6O5 GTWKlpHJrJmOixWvXm4n9eP9PDqyBnIs00CLpcNMw41gme14MjJoFqPjWEUMnMXzEdE0mo6UDZpgRv9eR10qnXPMPv6pXGdVFHGZ2hc1RFHrpEDXSLmqiNKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr0vR0tWkTlFf 2B9fAPbYJ2l</latexit>
Larger N , d = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="TEJng+sVhUu3a4jXIkBHQfFR1Gg=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFM3UVx1foy7dBDuCCy0z3ehGKLpxIVLBPqAtJZO5bUMzmSHJCGXoV7jxV9y4UMStuPNvTB+CVg8EDufcw809QcKZ0p73aeUWFpeWV/Kr9tr6xuaWs71TU3EqKVRpz GPZCIgCzgRUNdMcGokEEgUc6sHgYuzX70AqFotbPUygHZGeYF1GiTZSxzluBdBjIqMgNMiRfUVkDyR2r90j7IZnvmu3QITfdscpeEVvAvyX+DNSQDNUOs5HK4xpGpk45U Sppu8lup0RqRnlMLJbqYKE0AHpQdNQQSJQ7Wxy1ggfGCXE3ViaJzSeqD8TGYmUGkaBmYyI7qt5byz+5zVT3T1tZ0wkqQZBp4u6Kcc6xuOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCT UdKNuU4M+f/JfUSkXfK/o3pUL5fFZHHu2hfXSIfHSCyugSVVAVUXSPHtEzerEerCfr1XqbjuasWWYX/YL1/gXQDZ3e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TEJng+sVhUu3a4jXIkBHQfFR1Gg=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFM3UVx1foy7dBDuCCy0z3ehGKLpxIVLBPqAtJZO5bUMzmSHJCGXoV7jxV9y4UMStuPNvTB+CVg8EDufcw809QcKZ0p73aeUWFpeWV/Kr9tr6xuaWs71TU3EqKVRpz GPZCIgCzgRUNdMcGokEEgUc6sHgYuzX70AqFotbPUygHZGeYF1GiTZSxzluBdBjIqMgNMiRfUVkDyR2r90j7IZnvmu3QITfdscpeEVvAvyX+DNSQDNUOs5HK4xpGpk45U Sppu8lup0RqRnlMLJbqYKE0AHpQdNQQSJQ7Wxy1ggfGCXE3ViaJzSeqD8TGYmUGkaBmYyI7qt5byz+5zVT3T1tZ0wkqQZBp4u6Kcc6xuOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCT UdKNuU4M+f/JfUSkXfK/o3pUL5fFZHHu2hfXSIfHSCyugSVVAVUXSPHtEzerEerCfr1XqbjuasWWYX/YL1/gXQDZ3e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TEJng+sVhUu3a4jXIkBHQfFR1Gg=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFM3UVx1foy7dBDuCCy0z3ehGKLpxIVLBPqAtJZO5bUMzmSHJCGXoV7jxV9y4UMStuPNvTB+CVg8EDufcw809QcKZ0p73aeUWFpeWV/Kr9tr6xuaWs71TU3EqKVRpz GPZCIgCzgRUNdMcGokEEgUc6sHgYuzX70AqFotbPUygHZGeYF1GiTZSxzluBdBjIqMgNMiRfUVkDyR2r90j7IZnvmu3QITfdscpeEVvAvyX+DNSQDNUOs5HK4xpGpk45U Sppu8lup0RqRnlMLJbqYKE0AHpQdNQQSJQ7Wxy1ggfGCXE3ViaJzSeqD8TGYmUGkaBmYyI7qt5byz+5zVT3T1tZ0wkqQZBp4u6Kcc6xuOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCT UdKNuU4M+f/JfUSkXfK/o3pUL5fFZHHu2hfXSIfHSCyugSVVAVUXSPHtEzerEerCfr1XqbjuasWWYX/YL1/gXQDZ3e</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TEJng+sVhUu3a4jXIkBHQfFR1Gg=">AAACFnicbVDLS gMxFM3UVx1foy7dBDuCCy0z3ehGKLpxIVLBPqAtJZO5bUMzmSHJCGXoV7jxV9y4UMStuPNvTB+CVg8EDufcw809QcKZ0p73aeUWFpeWV/Kr9tr6xuaWs71TU3EqKVRpz GPZCIgCzgRUNdMcGokEEgUc6sHgYuzX70AqFotbPUygHZGeYF1GiTZSxzluBdBjIqMgNMiRfUVkDyR2r90j7IZnvmu3QITfdscpeEVvAvyX+DNSQDNUOs5HK4xpGpk45U Sppu8lup0RqRnlMLJbqYKE0AHpQdNQQSJQ7Wxy1ggfGCXE3ViaJzSeqD8TGYmUGkaBmYyI7qt5byz+5zVT3T1tZ0wkqQZBp4u6Kcc6xuOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCT UdKNuU4M+f/JfUSkXfK/o3pUL5fFZHHu2hfXSIfHSCyugSVVAVUXSPHtEzerEerCfr1XqbjuasWWYX/YL1/gXQDZ3e</latexit>
N = 2, 3, d = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="fPNmmVrTdAqD1nDoEwFRdji9c20=">AAACE3ic bVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCuIlDJTF7opFN24kgr2AW0pmcxtG5rJDElGKEP/wY2/4saFIm7duPNvTB+Cth4IHM65h5t7/JgzpV33y1paXlldW89s2Jtb2zu7 zt5+TUWJpFClEY9kwycKOBNQ1UxzaMQSSOhzqPuDq7FfvwepWCTu9DCGdkh6gnUZJdpIHee05UOPiZSC0CBHdu6mVMyf5fI4F5S8nN0CEfx4HSfrFtwJ8CL xZiSLZqh0nM9WENEkNHHKiVJNz411OyVSM8phZLcSBTGhA9KDpqGChKDa6eSmET42SoC7kTRPaDxRfydSEio1DH0zGRLdV/PeWPzPaya6e9FOmYgTDYJOF3 UTjnWExwXhgEmgmg8NIVQy81dM+0QSajpQtinBmz95kdSKBc8teLfFbPlyVkcGHaIjdII8dI7K6BpVUBVR9ICe0At6tR6tZ+vNep+OLlmzzAH6A+vjG5PHnB E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fPNmmVrTdAqD1nDoEwFRdji9c20=">AAACE3ic bVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCuIlDJTF7opFN24kgr2AW0pmcxtG5rJDElGKEP/wY2/4saFIm7duPNvTB+Cth4IHM65h5t7/JgzpV33y1paXlldW89s2Jtb2zu7 zt5+TUWJpFClEY9kwycKOBNQ1UxzaMQSSOhzqPuDq7FfvwepWCTu9DCGdkh6gnUZJdpIHee05UOPiZSC0CBHdu6mVMyf5fI4F5S8nN0CEfx4HSfrFtwJ8CL xZiSLZqh0nM9WENEkNHHKiVJNz411OyVSM8phZLcSBTGhA9KDpqGChKDa6eSmET42SoC7kTRPaDxRfydSEio1DH0zGRLdV/PeWPzPaya6e9FOmYgTDYJOF3 UTjnWExwXhgEmgmg8NIVQy81dM+0QSajpQtinBmz95kdSKBc8teLfFbPlyVkcGHaIjdII8dI7K6BpVUBVR9ICe0At6tR6tZ+vNep+OLlmzzAH6A+vjG5PHnB E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fPNmmVrTdAqD1nDoEwFRdji9c20=">AAACE3ic bVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCuIlDJTF7opFN24kgr2AW0pmcxtG5rJDElGKEP/wY2/4saFIm7duPNvTB+Cth4IHM65h5t7/JgzpV33y1paXlldW89s2Jtb2zu7 zt5+TUWJpFClEY9kwycKOBNQ1UxzaMQSSOhzqPuDq7FfvwepWCTu9DCGdkh6gnUZJdpIHee05UOPiZSC0CBHdu6mVMyf5fI4F5S8nN0CEfx4HSfrFtwJ8CL xZiSLZqh0nM9WENEkNHHKiVJNz411OyVSM8phZLcSBTGhA9KDpqGChKDa6eSmET42SoC7kTRPaDxRfydSEio1DH0zGRLdV/PeWPzPaya6e9FOmYgTDYJOF3 UTjnWExwXhgEmgmg8NIVQy81dM+0QSajpQtinBmz95kdSKBc8teLfFbPlyVkcGHaIjdII8dI7K6BpVUBVR9ICe0At6tR6tZ+vNep+OLlmzzAH6A+vjG5PHnB E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fPNmmVrTdAqD1nDoEwFRdji9c20=">AAACE3ic bVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCuIlDJTF7opFN24kgr2AW0pmcxtG5rJDElGKEP/wY2/4saFIm7duPNvTB+Cth4IHM65h5t7/JgzpV33y1paXlldW89s2Jtb2zu7 zt5+TUWJpFClEY9kwycKOBNQ1UxzaMQSSOhzqPuDq7FfvwepWCTu9DCGdkh6gnUZJdpIHee05UOPiZSC0CBHdu6mVMyf5fI4F5S8nN0CEfx4HSfrFtwJ8CL xZiSLZqh0nM9WENEkNHHKiVJNz411OyVSM8phZLcSBTGhA9KDpqGChKDa6eSmET42SoC7kTRPaDxRfydSEio1DH0zGRLdV/PeWPzPaya6e9FOmYgTDYJOF3 UTjnWExwXhgEmgmg8NIVQy81dM+0QSajpQtinBmz95kdSKBc8teLfFbPlyVkcGHaIjdII8dI7K6BpVUBVR9ICe0At6tR6tZ+vNep+OLlmzzAH6A+vjG5PHnB E=</latexit>
KT<latexit sha1_base64="63XQ4U2vQsDMMJD40oSFDNFC0bo=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM34rO Nr1KUgwSK4KjPd6LLoRnBToS/oDCWTuW1DM5khyQhl6M6Nv+LGhSJu/QV3/o1pO4K2HgicnHMPyT1hypnSrvtlrayurW9slrbs7Z3dvX3n4LClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9H11G /fg1QsEQ09TiGIyUCwPqNEG6nnnPghDJjIKQgNcmLfNmwfRPRz7zllt+LOgJeJV5AyKlDvOZ9+lNAsNnHKiVJdz011kBOpGeUwsf1MQUroiAyga6ggMaggn+0xwWdGiXA/keYIjWfq70ROYqXGcW gmY6KHatGbiv953Uz3L4OciTTTIOj8oX7GsU7wtBQcMQlU87EhhEpm/orpkEhCTQfKNiV4iysvk1a14hl+Vy3Xroo6SugYnaJz5KELVEM3qI6aiKIH9IRe0Kv1aD1bb9b7fHTFKjJH6A+sj28WI Jlu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="63XQ4U2vQsDMMJD40oSFDNFC0bo=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM34rO Nr1KUgwSK4KjPd6LLoRnBToS/oDCWTuW1DM5khyQhl6M6Nv+LGhSJu/QV3/o1pO4K2HgicnHMPyT1hypnSrvtlrayurW9slrbs7Z3dvX3n4LClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9H11G /fg1QsEQ09TiGIyUCwPqNEG6nnnPghDJjIKQgNcmLfNmwfRPRz7zllt+LOgJeJV5AyKlDvOZ9+lNAsNnHKiVJdz011kBOpGeUwsf1MQUroiAyga6ggMaggn+0xwWdGiXA/keYIjWfq70ROYqXGcW gmY6KHatGbiv953Uz3L4OciTTTIOj8oX7GsU7wtBQcMQlU87EhhEpm/orpkEhCTQfKNiV4iysvk1a14hl+Vy3Xroo6SugYnaJz5KELVEM3qI6aiKIH9IRe0Kv1aD1bb9b7fHTFKjJH6A+sj28WI Jlu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="63XQ4U2vQsDMMJD40oSFDNFC0bo=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM34rO Nr1KUgwSK4KjPd6LLoRnBToS/oDCWTuW1DM5khyQhl6M6Nv+LGhSJu/QV3/o1pO4K2HgicnHMPyT1hypnSrvtlrayurW9slrbs7Z3dvX3n4LClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9H11G /fg1QsEQ09TiGIyUCwPqNEG6nnnPghDJjIKQgNcmLfNmwfRPRz7zllt+LOgJeJV5AyKlDvOZ9+lNAsNnHKiVJdz011kBOpGeUwsf1MQUroiAyga6ggMaggn+0xwWdGiXA/keYIjWfq70ROYqXGcW gmY6KHatGbiv953Uz3L4OciTTTIOj8oX7GsU7wtBQcMQlU87EhhEpm/orpkEhCTQfKNiV4iysvk1a14hl+Vy3Xroo6SugYnaJz5KELVEM3qI6aiKIH9IRe0Kv1aD1bb9b7fHTFKjJH6A+sj28WI Jlu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="63XQ4U2vQsDMMJD40oSFDNFC0bo=">AAACB3icbVDLSgMxFM34rO Nr1KUgwSK4KjPd6LLoRnBToS/oDCWTuW1DM5khyQhl6M6Nv+LGhSJu/QV3/o1pO4K2HgicnHMPyT1hypnSrvtlrayurW9slrbs7Z3dvX3n4LClkkxSaNKEJ7ITEgWcCWhqpjl0UgkkDjm0w9H11G /fg1QsEQ09TiGIyUCwPqNEG6nnnPghDJjIKQgNcmLfNmwfRPRz7zllt+LOgJeJV5AyKlDvOZ9+lNAsNnHKiVJdz011kBOpGeUwsf1MQUroiAyga6ggMaggn+0xwWdGiXA/keYIjWfq70ROYqXGcW gmY6KHatGbiv953Uz3L4OciTTTIOj8oX7GsU7wtBQcMQlU87EhhEpm/orpkEhCTQfKNiV4iysvk1a14hl+Vy3Xroo6SugYnaJz5KELVEM3qI6aiKIH9IRe0Kv1aD1bb9b7fHTFKjJH6A+sj28WI Jlu</latexit>
FIG. 2. The common zero temperature phase diagrams of SΦ (Eq. (1)) and SΨ (Eq. (2)) in spatial dimension
d = 1. There is a Kramers-Wannier duality between SΦ and SΨ in d = 1, and so the two actions have the
same phases and transitions. For larger N (possibly all N ≥ 4) there is an intermediate gapless phase,
while for N = 2, 3 there can be a direct transition between gapped phases. This paper describes the direct
transition between gapped phases for N = 3. The transitions out of the gapless Luttinger liquid are in the
Kosterlitz-Thouless [20] (KT) and Pokrovsky-Talapov [21, 22] (PT) classes.
5clock model, a state with 〈Φ〉 6= 0 has a spatially uniform condensate, while this state has period
N ordering in the boson model of Ref. 2. The term proportional to the real number αx is crucial,
and is responsible for the chirality in both models. A nonzero αx yields an inverse propagator for
Φ which has a minimum at a nonzero wavevector kI = αx/2, and hence induces incommensurate
order parameter correlations. When treated perturbatively in u and λ, SΦ will lead to condensation
of Φ at kI , and hence a to state with long-range incommensurate order. Taking Φ ∼ eikIx, we see
that the phase-locking term proportional to λ spatially averages to zero. Consequently, although
SΦ has only a discrete ZN symmetry, the low-energy theory of the incommensurate state has an
emergent U(1) symmetry which leads to a gapless ‘phason’ mode [23] (note that this argument
applies also in spatial dimensions d > 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1). This is the reason for the difficulty
in obtaining a theory for the direct transition in the chiral model from a gapped disordered phase, to
a commensurate ZN -ordered phase: the perturbative analysis of the field theory in Eq. (1) implies
that such a direct transition does not exist, and there is an intermediate gapless incommensurate
phase. On the other hand, there is ample evidence from numerical studies for the existence of a
direct transition [12, 14] in d = 1.
One of our main results will be an exact duality between models described by SΦ in d = 1,
and a theory of the condensation of a nonrelativistic Bose gas in d = 1. Specifically, we consider a
Bose gas, with Bose field Ψ, which undergoes a condensation transition in the presence of a higher-
dimensional background condensate of a ‘molecule’ of N bosons. This implies that we always have
〈ΨN 〉 6= 0. The continuum theory for the onset of a single boson condensate in the presence of a
N -boson condensate is [19]
SΨ =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΨ|2 + |∂xΨ|2 + ατΨ∗∂τΨ + sΨ|Ψ|2 + u|Ψ|4 + λ(ΨN + (Ψ∗)N )
]
, (2)
where ατ (and all other couplings) are real; note that there is no direct relationship between the
values of sΨ,Φ, u, λ between SΦ and SΨ. At first glance, it might appear that the relationship
between SΦ and SΨ is trivial, and they are related simply by a Wick rotation which exchanges
space (x) and imaginary time (τ). However, that is not the case. There is a crucial difference
in a factor of i between the first-order derivative terms in Eqs. (1) and (2), and this difference
is required by the unitarity of both theories. A Wick rotation relationship would imply that the
dynamical critical exponent z of SΦ is the inverse of the z of SΨ, and that the scaling dimensions
of Φ and Ψ are equal. The actual relationship between the theories is a Kramers-Wannier type
duality between the Φ and Ψ fields, and one is the ‘disorder’ field of the other. Furthermore,
unlike the N = 2 Ising case, the duality is not a self-duality for N > 2; consequently the scaling
dimensions of Φ and Ψ are not equal to each other for N 6= 2. Finally, because the duality does
not actually involve a Wick rotation, the values of z of the theories SΦ and SΨ are equal to each
other, as are the values of their correlation length exponents ν.
The advantage of working with SΨ is that it allows a perturbative study (near two spatial
dimensions) of a direct transition between a phase with 〈Ψ〉 = 0, to a phase with a uniform
condensate 〈Ψ〉 6= 0 (see Fig. 1). Under the duality mapping in d = 1, these phases correspond to
6clock model states with 〈Φ〉 6= 0 (and spatially uniform) and 〈Φ〉 = 0, respectively (see Fig. 2)..
Note that with a spatially uniform Ψ condensate, the λ term in Eq. (2) does not average to zero,
and so there is no emergent U(1) symmetry and the Ψ-condensed phase is also gapped. A gapless
phase of SΨ can appear only in d = 1, and requires nonperturbative effects which are special to
d = 1 [24]. The Bose gas formulation of SΨ is naturally set up to provide a perturbative theory of
a transition between two gapped phases, without an intermediate gapless phase. We shall present
a renormalization group analysis of such a transition, building upon the analysis in Ref. 19, which
examined SΨ in an expansion in 2− d.
We reiterate (as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2) that the duality mapping between SΦ and SΨ
applies only in d = 1, and their global phase diagrams are expected to coincide only in d = 1;
SΦ can have a gapless incommensurate phase for d ≥ 1, while SΨ has no gapless phase for d > 1.
We will use the direct transition between gapped phases of SΨ, present for d ≥ 1, to obtain a
2− d expansion for the transition in d = 1; then, we will employ duality to map it onto the direct
transition of SΦ in d = 1.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II defines the lattice chiral clock model, and
analyzes its symmetries and duality properties. Section III contains further discussion of the
duality in the context of models which can be connected to the continuum quantum field theories;
we also present a general discussion on the nature of phases and phase transitions for different values
of N . Our main results on the renormalization group analysis of SΨ in a (2− d) expansion appear
in Section IV. Section V contains our numerical density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
results. We extend the numerical results of Ref. 14 on the chiral clock model, and compare critical
exponents between the transitions of the θ 6= 0, φ = 0 and θ = 0, φ 6= 0 models, which are related
by the the duality transition. We also examine a lattice discretization of the Bose gas model SΨ,
and determine the exponents of its transition. The Appendices contain various technical details.
Appendix D presents DMRG results on the chiral clock model along the self-dual line φ = θ; note
that this case does not have the parity and time-reversal symmetries to be the models studied
in the body of the paper. Here, we find numerical evidence for an intermediate incommensurate
phase.
II. CHIRAL CLOCK MODEL
A. Definition of the model
The quantum chiral clock model (CCM) in d = 1 spatial dimension may be defined on an open
chain of M sites by [25]
H = −f
M∑
j=1
(
τje
iφ + τ †j e
−iφ
)
− J
M−1∑
j=1
(
σjσ
†
j+1e
iθ + σ†jσj+1e
−iθ
)
, (3)
7FIG. 3. A visual representation of the interactions in the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3) for the case N = 3.
The state on each site can be represented as a linear combination of the three different states on the clock,
and the interaction strength between two adjacent states is given by the factors shown.
where we conventionally take f, J > 0. Here, the operators τ and σ commute on each site and
obey the algebra
τN = σN = I, τ † = τ−1, σ† = σ−1, σ τ = ω τ σ, (4)
where ω = e2pii/N . An explicit matrix representation of these operators is
σ =

1 0 0 · · · 0
0 ω 0 · · · 0
0 0 ω2 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · ωN−1
 , τ =

0 0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 1 0
 . (5)
Here, σ measures where on the “clock” the state is, while τ rotates the state clockwise through the
discrete angle 2pi/N . This model has a global ZN symmetry implemented by the unitary operator
G =
M∏
j=1
τj , (6)
which acts as G†σjG = ωσj and G†τjG = τj .
For generic values of θ, φ, and N , the phase diagram of this model is very intricate and not
well-understood. For small values of θ and φ, where the interaction is always ferromagnetic, there
will be a disordered ground state with 〈σi〉 = 0 in the J  f limit and a commensurate ordered
ground state with 〈σi〉 6= 0 in the J  f limit. For intermediate values of J/f , then depending on
the precise values of θ, φ, and N , these two phases may be separated by an intermediate gapless
phase or a direct continuous transition [26]. In addition, for large enough angles θ and φ, this
model has incommensurate gapless phases persisting for the entire region 0 ≤ J/f ≤ ∞.
In this paper, we will largely be interested in the cases (θ 6= 0, φ = 0) and (θ = 0, φ 6= 0),
where the model has both time-reversal and spatial inversion symmetries. Our goal will be to
8exploit the duality in this microscopic model (reviewed below) to map out the critical theories for
these transitions, and thus gain a better understanding of criticality in all systems in the same
universality class. To this end, we review the important symmetries of this model.
B. Discrete symmetries
We now introduce the operators C, P , and T [12]. Charge conjugation is a unitary operator
defined by the relations
CσjC = σ
†
j , CτjC = τ
†
j , C
2 = I. (7)
The operator C can be explicitly represented in the basis of Eq. (5) as C =
∏
j Cj , where Cj acts
at each site as
C =

1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 1
0 0 0 · · · 1 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 1 0 · · · 0 0
 . (8)
Parity is a unitary operator defined as
PσjP = σ−j , P τjP = τ−j , P 2 = 1, (9)
and time-reversal is an anti-unitary defined as
TσjT = σ
†
j , T τjT = τj , T
2 = I. (10)
In the particular basis (5), we have T = K where K is complex conjugation.
Considering all three of these transformations, we see that our Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) transforms
as
CH(φ, θ)C = H(−φ,−θ), PH(φ, θ)P = H(φ,−θ), TH(φ, θ)T = H(−φ, θ). (11)
For θ = φ = 0, all three of these discrete transformations are symmetries, and this is the usual
(achiral) clock model. If θ = 0, we have the discrete symmetries
(CT )−1H(φ, 0)CT = H(φ, 0), P−1H(φ, 0)P = H(φ, 0), (12)
while if φ = 0, we have
T−1H(0, θ)T = H(0, θ), (CP )−1H(0, θ)CP = H(0, θ). (13)
Therefore, both Hamiltonians H(φ, 0) and H(0, θ) have separate time-reversal and parity sym-
metries, though their explicit definitions are different because they must be combined with C in
different ways. In contrast, for both φ 6= 0 and θ 6= 0, it is not possible to define separate T and P
symmetries. The only discrete spacetime symmetry is CPT :
(CPT )−1H(φ, θ)CPT = H(φ, θ), (14)
which involves a simultaneous reversal of space and time.
9C. Duality
The reason for our specific choice of the microscopic Hamiltonian of Eq. (3) is the existence of
an exact microscopic duality in the thermodynamic limit. Similar to the Kramers-Wannier duality
in the one-dimensional transverse-field Ising model [27], the duality transformation proceeds by
defining a “disorder operator” σ˜ which creates domain walls. Explicitly, we define a set of operators
on the links of the chain by
τ˜j+1/2 = σjσ
†
j+1, τ˜M+1/2 = σM , σ˜j+1/2 =
j∏
k=1
τ †k , (15)
which satisfy the same algebra as the original τ and σ. Here, we parametrize the position of the
dual variable σ˜ on the link connecting sites j and j + 1 by σ˜j+1/2, and similarly for τ˜ .
From Eq. (15), the operator σ˜j+1/2 twists all of the states from j = 1, ..., j counterclockwise
by an angle 2pi/N , creating a domain wall at the link j + 1/2. In terms of these operators, the
Hamiltonian takes the form
H = −J
M−1∑
j=1
(
τ˜j+1/2e
iθ + τ˜ †j+1/2e
−iθ
)
− f
M−1∑
j=1
(
σ˜j+1/2σ˜
†
j+3/2e
iφ + σ˜†j+1/2σ˜j+3/2e
−iφ
)
− f
(
σ˜†3/2e
iφ + σ˜3/2e
−iφ
)
. (16)
This is the same form as our original Hamiltonian, except that the first term does not include
the operator τ˜M+1/2, and the last term acts as an external field acting on the first link of the
chain. Ignoring these boundary effects, the bulk part of this model is dual under the simultaneous
transformation
φ←→ θ, J ←→ f. (17)
This duality will be used in the following sections to obtain quantum field theories for the critical
chiral clock model where the fundamental continuum field represents the disorder variable σ˜, which
will give new insight into these transitions.
We note that the order and disorder operators, σ and σ˜, are both local and will have nontrivial
scaling dimensions at criticality. Since the mapping between them is highly nonlocal, there is
no simple relation between the scaling dimensions of these operators for generic θ and φ. An
exception is along the self-dual line θ = φ, where the two operators must have identical anomalous
dimensions.
III. CHIRAL CLOCK DUALITY IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
This section is split into two parts. In Section III A, we give a heuristic argument for the duality
described in the introduction and then give an overview of the duality in several cases of interest.
Section III B contains an explicit derivation of the duality directly from the microscopic chiral
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clock model for N = 3 by mapping to a Euclidean lattice field theory. The more complicated
construction for general N is presented in Appendix A, which also fills in some other technical
details in constructing the critical continuum field theory.
A. General discussion of the duality
We motivate the field-theoretic statement of the duality by considering a family of anisotropic
quantum rotor models whose phase transitions and critical field theories are well-understood. The
derivation of these models from the microscopic Hamiltonian Eq. (3) will contain some suspect
arguments, but the final critical theories can be rigorously related to the microscopic model using
the methods of Section III B and Appendix A. This simpler setting is intended to give an intuitive
outline of the duality, after which we give some general statements and conjectures about the
critical behavior of the CCM for various values of θ, φ, and N .
We begin by softening the discrete nature of the order parameter, replacing the Hilbert space
of each site by a rotor degree of freedom:
σj |ζi〉 = eiζj |ζj〉, (18)
where the eigenvalue of ζi can be any real number, but with a 2pi redundancy. With this alteration,
the spatial part of the CCM is unchanged,
σjσ
†
j+1e
iθ + h.c. = cos (ζj − ζj+1 + θ) . (19)
Now recall that τ rotates the eigenvalue of σj by an angle 2pi/N . Therefore, we can write
τj = e
− 2pii
N
Lj , (20)
where Lj generates infinitesimal rotations of ζj ; e.g., in the ζ basis,
Lj = −i ∂
∂ζj
. (21)
Then, the remainder of the CCM can be written as
τje
iφ + h.c. = cos
(
−2pi
N
Lj + φ
)
. (22)
At this point, we replace this operator by the first term in its power series:
cos
(
−2pi
N
Lj + φ
)
−→ const.− (2pi/N)
2
2
L2j + hφLj , (23)
where hφ ∝ φ. One may attempt to justify this step by appealing to a large N limit where Nφ
remains small, although we will consider all N ≥ 3 below. Alternatively, one may argue that the
term on the right-hand side will have the same disordering effect on the ζ field. In either case, we
may always appeal to the more technical derivation below to justify our conclusions.
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Our final rotor representation for the CCM will be
H =
f ′
2
∑
j
L2j − J
∑
j
cos (ζj − ζj+1 + θ) + hφ
∑
j
Lj − hN
∑
j
cos (Nζj) . (24)
Here, in addition to the terms described above, we have also added an anisotropic external field
proportional to hN which breaks the U(1) symmetry of the model back down to ZN . The statement
of duality is that the critical properties of this Hamiltonian for (φ = 0, θ 6= 0) and (φ 6= 0, θ = 0)
map onto each other. Such a duality can only be valid at hN > 0, where a phase with ZN order
exists and a corresponding disorder operator can be defined. The action of the discrete symmetries
of the CCM are implemented as
G : ζj → ζj + 2pi
N
, Lj → Lj ,
C : ζj → −ζj , Lj → −Lj ,
P : ζj → ζ−j , Lj → L−j ,
T : ζj → ζj , Lj → −Lj , (25)
and T is still anti-unitary, T i T = −i.
Our reason for introducing this model is to utilize the well-known results mapping critical
quantum rotors to quantum field theories [28]. For θ = φ = hN = 0, we have a U(1) rotor, whose
critical field theory is the Lorentz and U(1)-invariant theory for a complex field Φ:
S1 =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΦ|2 + |∂xΦ|2 + sΦ|Φ|2 + u|Φ|4 + · · ·
]
, (26)
where the ellipsis denotes all other allowed terms. The main effect of the anisotropic coupling hN
will be to break the U(1) symmetry down to ZN , so we expect the critical theory will be altered to
S2 =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΦ|2 + |∂xΦ|2 + sΦ|Φ|2 + u|Φ|4 + λ
(
ΦN + (Φ∗)N
)
+ · · ·
]
, (27)
where the ellipsis now also includes all real terms invariant under Φ → e2pii/NΦ. The actions S1
and S2 are not very useful starting points for studying the critical U(1) rotor model and achiral
clock models in one dimension, where we expect these field theories to be very strongly coupled,
but the critical points of these models have been understood using other methods (their behavior
is reviewed below).
If we add a nonzero θ, we only change the couplings in the spatial direction. In particular, since
θ 6= 0 breaks parity symmetry, we expect that we should add odd spatial derivative terms [2]:
SΦ =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΦ|2 + |∂xΦ|2 + iαxΦ∗∂xΦ + sΦ|Φ|2 + u|Φ|4 + λ
(
ΦN + (Φ∗)N
)
+ · · ·
]
. (28)
Finally, we consider the effect of φ 6= 0 and θ = 0, which we have argued should describe the critical
field theory for the disorder operator Ψ that is dual to the clock order parameter Φ experiencing
the chiral transition in Eq. (28). From Eq. (24), this is equivalent to adding an external field
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coupled to the conserved charge Q =
∑
j Lj associated with U(1) rotations of the theory. We do
not need to perform a detailed derivation of the field theory in this case; we simply need to find
the corresponding U(1) Noether charge of the action S1 to find the operator which couples to hφ.
This is equivalent to replacing ∂τ −→ ∂τ + hφ, and we obtain the theory
SΨ =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΨ|2 + |∂xΨ|2 + ατΨ∗∂τΨ + sΨ|Ψ|2 + u|Ψ|4 + λ(ΨN + (Ψ∗)N ) + · · ·
]
(29)
as claimed in the introduction.
1. Achiral clock model: φ = θ = 0
Setting φ = θ = 0 in either Eqs. (3) or (24), we expect the phase diagram to have the same
general structure as the phases mapped out for the discrete planar models studied in Refs. 29 and
30, which also discuss duality in these and related models. We review these results, which are useful
for what follows. Here we describe the possible behavior for all models with the same symmetries
as the specific models we gave above.
We first recall the properties of the U(1)-symmetric limit, hN → 0, which has relevance for the
critical properties of the large-N clock models. At hN = 0, the system undergoes a Kosterlitz-
Thouless (KT) transition between a disordered gapped phase and a gapless critical phase (which
we call a KT phase) [20]. The critical phase may be described by a free bosonic field theory, and
the scaling dimensions of physical operators vary continuously with the couplings. For small hN ,
the gapless critical phase is always unstable to a gapped phase with ZN order for small enough
f ′/J . The critical behavior for various values of N are as follows:
a. N = 3 : The U(1)-symmetric fixed point is unstable to the perturbation h3 [24]. The
Z3 clock model is identical to the three-state Potts model, which realizes the full S3 permutation
symmetry, and there is a direct continuous transition between the disordered and ordered phases.
The critical point is described by the c = 45 CFT, and the scaling dimension of every operator is
known exactly [31].
b. N = 4 : There is a direct transition between the Z4-ordered phase and the disordered
phase. The critical points are in the Ashkin-Teller (AT) universality class, which is really a family
of universality classes. The AT model may be defined as two copies of the Ising
(
c = 12
)
CFT which
are coupled together by their energy operators. This coupling is exactly marginal, and the resulting
AT model describes a line of fixed points with central charge c = 1. This line passes through the
four-state Potts fixed point, and eventually meets the U(1)-symmetric Kosterlitz-Thouless point
at h4 = 0 [24, 32].
c. N ≥ 5 : In this case, the phase transition will either be first-order or there will be an
intermediate KT phase. For these larger values of N , we may use intuition from the U(1)-symmetric
limit when describing transitions into this KT phase, where thermodynamic variables diverge with
an essential singularity. We note that the scaling dimension of the order parameter at the KT
transitions will not coincide with the U(1) value ∆σ = 1/8.
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2. Chiral clock model: θ 6= 0
We now consider the expected critical theories for φ = 0 and θ 6= 0, along with the dual
formulations obtained by applying the θ ↔ φ duality.
We first consider the hN → 0 limit. Although the duality between these theories only holds at
finite N , for N large enough, one expects that the leading operators ΦN + c.c. will be irrelevant
compared to the U(1) invariant part of the action, leading to enlarged U(1) symmetry in the critical
regime (we discuss this point further below). We note that the N ≥ 5 CCM is expected to always
have an incommensurate KT phase separating the ordered regions of the phase diagram [4].
Using the φ↔ θ duality, we expect that the phase transition from the commensurate ZN -ordered
phase to the incommensurate phase (the C–IC transition) can be described by
SΨ,U(1) =
∫
dx dτ
[
|∂τΨ|2 + |∂xΨ|2 + ατΨ∗∂τΨ + sΨ|Ψ|2 + u|Ψ|4 + · · ·
]
, (30)
where Ψ creates a domain wall in the ZN -ordered state. Interestingly, the disorder operator con-
denses at zero momentum. This is the same critical theory which describes the Bose superfluid–
Mott insulator transition at variable density [33].
In fact, the identification of SΨ,U(1) as a description of the C–IC transition could be argued along
completely different lines. Schulz [34] has shown that the critical Pokrovsky-Talapov (PT) theory
of the C–IC transition can be mapped to that of a one-dimensional spinless fermion at the bottom
of a quadratic band, undergoing an insulator–Luttinger liquid transition [21, 22]. The equivalence
of this theory with the critical theory SΨ,U(1) has also been well-established [35]. Our present
derivation of the relation between SΨ and the PT transition completes this circle of dualities, and
gives an interesting interpretation of the field Ψ as the operator which creates domain walls in the
commensurate phase.
For N = 3, it is known that θ couples to an operator with scaling dimension 9/5, so it is a
relevant perturbation. Recent numerical progress [12, 14] has provided evidence that the N = 3
theory flows to a new fixed point where there is a direct continuous transition between the two
phases for intermediate θ; for other small values of N , less is known in the literature. As with the
achiral models, it would be interesting to establish a critical value Nc above which these models
cross over to U(1)-symmetric behavior.
As stressed in the introduction, the theory of Eq. (28) cannot perturbatively describe the onset
of ZN order at zero momentum, while the dual theory SΨ admits a perturbative expansion in 2−d
and 4 − N . In doing so, we envision a scenario where the U(1)-symmetric transition of Eq. (30)
in d < 2 dimensions is unstable to the addition of the operator ΨN + c.c., and the theory flows to
a fixed point which is smoothly connected to the CCM in d = 1. However, the precise nature of
the renormalization group flow of these field theories for general N at d = 1 cannot be addressed
by our methods; we cannot rule out the possibility that our perturbative fixed point is unstable,
and the CCM fixed point of interest does not smoothly connect to the d = 2, N = 4 case where
we apply perturbation theory.
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If we assume that the critical CCM is smoothly connected to the perturbative fixed point
considered below, we may make some predictions for the value of Nc where the critical CCM
crosses over to a U(1)-symmetric theory. Damle and Sachdev [19] computed the scaling dimension
of the operator ΨN + c.c. at the U(1) symmetric fixed point of Eq. (30) in an expansion in 2− d.
Extrapolating their results to d = 1 gave the unusual result that the operator was relevant for
N . 2.6 and N & 5.4, and irrelevant for N between these values. As pointed out in that work,
the predictions for large N are certainly an artifact of the expansion (in particular, the expansion
predicts unphysical negative scaling dimensions for N ≥ 6). In Section IV, we obtain equivalent
results to those in Ref. 19 truncated at small 4−N . There, we find that the operator ΨN + c.c. is
relevant for N < Nc and irrelevant for N > Nc, where
Nc ≈ 3.6. (31)
Here, we have extrapolated to d = 1 and arbitrary N , but Nc is close enough to N = 4 that this
may be a quantitatively accurate estimate.
Throughout this paper, we have ignored the N = 2 case. From Eq. (3), it is clear that the
lattice CCM reduces to the transverse-field Ising model in this case, and that nonzero angles θ and
φ are simply redefinitions of the constants f and J . At the level of our field theory duality, we can
see this by the fact that our order parameter can be chosen to be real, so that the couplings Φ∂xΦ
and Ψ∂τΨ are total derivatives and do not contribute to the action. Then, the duality between SΦ
and SΨ reduces to the ordinary Kramers-Wannier self-duality of the Ising model [27]. The exact
computations of Ref. 19 show that SΨ flows to the Ising fixed point for the N = 2 case, which
serves as an added verification of our assumption for the RG flows of these models.
B. Explicit derivation of the duality for N = 3
We now consider the explicit mapping of the one-dimensional quantum model (3) to a Euclidean
lattice field theory using transfer matrix methods [27]. In this section we treat the simplest case,
N = 3, and leave the more technically complicated but conceptually similar N > 3 case for
Appendix A. We write the partition function as
Z = Tr exp (−βH) = lim
a→0
lim
Mτ→∞
Tr
(
e−aH
)Mτ
, (32)
where aMτ = β. This represents Mτ products of a 3
M × 3M transfer matrix e−aH . We first
decompose this into a product,
e−aH = T1T2 +O(a2), (33)
where
T1 = exp
aβf M∑
j
τje
iφ + h.c.
 , T2 = exp
aβJ M∑
j
σjσ
†
j+1e
iθ + h.c.
 . (34)
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We now insert a complete set of states between each factor of the transfer matrix. For the 3M -
dimensional Hilbert space defined in the problem, we use the basis |nj〉 where
σj |nj〉 = e2piinj/3|nj〉 (35)
with possible eigenvalues nj = 0, 1, ..., 2. The partition function becomes
Z =
∑
{nj(`)}
Mτ∏
`=1
〈{nj(`)}|T1T2|{nj(`+ 1)}〉 . (36)
The sum is over the 3MMτ values of nj(`). The matrix elements of T2 are trivial,
T2|{nj(`)}〉 = exp
2aβJ M∑
j
cos
[
2pi
3
(
nj(`)− nj+1(`)
)
+ θ
] |{nj(`)}〉, (37)
and it remains to evaluate the matrix elements
T1(n, n
′) ≡ 〈n|T1|n′〉 . (38)
For this, we write the eigenbasis |n〉 in terms of the eigenbasis of τ :
τ |ω〉 = e2piiω/3|ω〉, (39)
where ω = 0, 1, ..., 2. These bases are related by
|n〉 = 1√
3
2∑
ω=0
e2piiωn/3|ω〉. (40)
Using the above equations, we can evaluate the matrix elements in Eq. (36), obtaining an expression
resembling a classical partition function defined on a 2D lattice:
Z = 1
3Mτ
∑
{nj(`)}
exp
2aβJ Mτ∑
`=1
M∑
j=1
cos
[
2pi
3
(
nj(`)− nj+1(`)
)
+ θ
]
×
Mτ∏
`=1
M∏
j=1
2∑
ω=0
exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
])
× exp
(
−2piiω
3
(
nj(`)− nj(`+ 1)
))
. (41)
Our next step is to evaluate the sum over the ω, and then rewrite the resulting terms as a single
exponential. Explicitly, we can write
S3(∆n) ≡
2∑
ω=0
exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
]
− 2piiω
3
(
nj(`)− nj(`+ 1)
))
= A exp
[
B(φ) cos
(
2pi
3
∆n
)]
exp
[
iϕ(φ)
2√
3
sin
(
2pi
3
∆n
)]
(42)
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with the definitions
A =
[
e2aβf cosφ + 2e−aβf cosφ cosh
(√
3aβf sinφ
)]
e−B(φ),
B(φ) =
1
3
log
[ (
e3aβf cosφ + 2 cosh
(√
3aβf sinφ
))2
e6aβf cosφ − 2e3aβf cosφ cosh (√3aβf sinφ)+ 2 cosh (2√3aβf sinφ)− 1
]
,
tanϕ(φ) =
√
3 sinh
(√
3aβf sinφ
)
e3aβf cosφ − cosh (√3aβf sinφ) . (43)
For small a, ϕ(φ) = φ; we take this as a strict equality from now on. We can also show that
B(φ) ≈ −2
3
log a (44)
for small a, so the φ-dependence disappears from the B(φ) term.
From this analysis, we expect that the critical behavior of the quantum model is equivalent to
the Euclidean lattice field theory obtained by the partition function
Z = C
∑
{nx,τ}
e−S (45)
with the action
−S = Kx
∑
x,τ
cos
[
2pi
3
(nx,τ − nx+1,τ ) + θ
]
+Kτ
∑
x,τ
cos
[
2pi
3
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
+
2iφ√
3
∑
x,τ
sin
[
2pi
3
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
. (46)
Here, the quantum model is obtained in the limit Kx → 0, Ky → ∞ such that Kxe3Ky/2 is finite
and tuned to the phase transition. We have Kx ∼ aβJ and Ky ∼ B = B(a, βf), but choose the
Kx and Ky as tuning parameters instead of J and f .
For φ = 0, the action (46) is equivalent to the two-dimensional classical chiral clock model
[3, 4], and this mapping has been known for a long time [8, 36, 37]. For φ 6= 0, there is a purely
quantum term proportional to φ contributing complex Boltzmann weights. This term was noticed
in Ref. 8, but the proper interpretation of the term as describing the Euclidean path integral of a
quantum field theory was overlooked. The coefficient of φ is such that each term in the partition
sum contributes phases of 1 and e±iφ, so the model still has an exact 2pi periodicity in φ as required.
The original θ ↔ φ duality of the microscopic model is invisible here; it is a nontrivial infrared
self-duality of the theory which also involves some nontrivial transformation on Kx and Kτ . The
global symmetries of the original quantum model are now implemented as
G : nx,τ → nx,τ + 1,
T : nx,τ → nx,−τ ,
C : nx,τ → −nx,τ ,
P : nx,τ → n−x,τ . (47)
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In Appendix A we derive an equivalent field theory for this model in the scaling limit in terms
of a complex field Φ(x, τ), which acts as an order parameter of the spins σ. Our final field theory
in terms of this continuum complex field is
S ′ =
∫
dτ dx
(
iαxΦ
∗∂xΦ + αxx|∂xΦ|2 + ατΦ∗∂τΦ + αττ |∂τΦ|2
+ sΦ|Φ|2 + λ
(
Φ3 + Φ∗3
)
+ u|Φ|4 + · · ·
)
, (48)
where αx goes to zero for θ = 0, and ατ goes to zero for φ = 0. The symmetries of the original
model are now implemented by
G : Φ(x, τ)→ e2pii/3Φ(x, τ),
T : Φ(x, τ)→ Φ(x,−τ),
C : Φ(x, τ),→ Φ∗(x, τ)
P : Φ(x, τ)→ Φ(−x, τ). (49)
From Eq. (48), we can see that specializing to the case (θ 6= 0, φ = 0), gives the action SΦ of
Eq. (1). Then, after applying the duality of Section II C, and following the same steps for the
“disorder parameter” Ψ ∼ σ˜, we obtain the dual action SΨ of Eq. (2), completing our proof.
IV. RENORMALIZATION GROUP ANALYSIS OF THE ZN DILUTE BOSE GAS
In this section, we will study the renormalization group (RG) properties of the ZN dilute Bose
gas (DBG) starting from the action
SB =
∫
dτ ddx
[
Ψ∗∂τΨ + |∇Ψ|2 + s|Ψ|2 + u
2
|Ψ|4 + λ0
N !
(
ΨN + Ψ†N
)]
. (50)
Here, we have generalized the action SΨ to d spatial dimensions, and truncated the action to the
most relevant terms. We drop the subscript on the ‘mass’ term, sΨ, in the remainder of this section.
The units in the space and imaginary time directions have been chosen such that the coefficients
of the first two terms are unity. At the free theory, u = λ0 = 0, the dynamical critical exponent
is given by z = 2, and the scaling dimensions of the couplings in units of momentum or inverse
length are
dim(s) = 2,
dim(u) = 2− d,
dim(λ0) = 2 + d−Nd/2. (51)
Close to the free theory, s is always relevant, identifying it as the coupling which tunes through the
phase transition. We will hereafter always assume this coupling is tuned to criticality, and define it
to vanish at this value: s = sc = 0. The couplings u and λ are both marginal for d = 2 and N = 4,
and there are no additional relevant or marginal operators allowed by symmetry. This suggests an
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FIG. 4. The interaction vertices in the diagrammatic expansion of the ZN DBG. Both of the λ0 vertices
have a total of N propagators attached to them.
expansion in both  = 2− d and δ = 4−N , so that we may exhibit a flow to an interacting fixed
point which remains perturbatively accessible. We may then perform a diagrammatic expansion
on this model, where the free propagator is
G(ω, k) =
1
−iω + k2 , (52)
and the interaction vertices are pictured in Figure 4.
We now define renormalized fields and couplings,
τ =
Zτµ
−2
Z
τR,
ψ = Z1/2ψR,
u =
Zgµ
2−d
ZZτSd
g,
λ0 =
Zλµ
2+d−Nd/2
ZN/2−1ZτS
N/2−1
d
λ, (53)
where Sd = (4pi)
−d/2 is a dimensional factor defined to simplify future expressions. We have also
introduced an arbitrary momentum scale, µ, which renders the renormalized couplings dimen-
sionless. We renormalize the theory by first computing correlation functions in bare perturbation
theory using the action SB for arbitrary  and δ. These correlation functions will be divergent in
some dimension-one manifold of the − δ plane, including at the point  = δ = 0. We then express
these correlation functions in terms of the renormalized fields and couplings specified in Eq. (53),
and choose the renormalization constants Zi such that the correlation functions of the renormalized
fields are regular in a finite neighborhood of the origin of the − δ plane when expressed in terms
of the renormalized couplings.
In particular, if we consider the one-particle irreducible (1PI) vertex of n fields in momentum
and frequency space, the bare and renormalized quantities are related by
Γ
(n)
R ({ωRi, ki}, g, λ, µ) = Zn/2
(
Zτ
Z
)
Γ(n)({ωi, ki}, u0, λ0), (54)
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where we have defined ωR = Zτµ
−2ω/Z in congruence with Eq. (53), and these vertex functions
are defined without overall delta functions enforcing momentum and frequency conservation. By
the renormalizability of our theory, the constants Zi may be specified by computing the three 1PI
vertices displayed in Figure 5.
Once we have obtained the renormalization constants, we may consider the dependence of the
interaction couplings on our arbitrary momentum scale µ by defining the usual beta functions,
βg = µ
dg
dµ
, βλ = µ
dλ
dµ
. (55)
These may be computed directly from the definitions of g and λ in Eq. (53). Introducing the
convenient shorthand
Zg ≡ log
(
Zg
ZZτ
)
,
Zλ ≡ log
(
Zλ
ZN/2−1Zτ
)
,
hg ≡ 2− d = ,
hλ ≡ 2 + d−Nd/2 = + δ − δ/2, (56)
we can write the beta functions as
βg =
−hgg − hggλdZλdλ + hλgλdZgdλ
1 + g
dZg
dg + λ
dZλ
dλ + gλ
dZg
dg
dZλ
dλ − gλdZgdλ dZλdg
,
βλ =
−hλλ− hλgλdZgdg + hggλdZλdg
1 + g
dZg
dg + λ
dZλ
dλ + gλ
dZg
dg
dZλ
dλ − gλdZgdλ dZλdg
. (57)
The critical points of the system are given by solving βg = βλ = 0.
Once we obtain a fixed point, we compute critical exponents. For example, the scaling of the
dimensionless renormalized coupling τR determines the scaling of the time dimension with respect
to momentum, which gives the dynamical critical exponent z:
µ
dτR
dµ
≡ zτR
⇒ z = 2− βg d
dg
log
(
Zτ
Z
)
− βλ d
dλ
log
(
Zτ
Z
)
. (58)
All other critical exponents are related to the scaling dimensions of operators. For example, by
renormalizing the two-point function, we have effectively computed the scaling dimension ∆Ψ
associated with the operator Ψ:
∆Ψ =
d
2
+
1
2
βg
d
dg
logZ +
1
2
βλ
d
dλ
logZ. (59)
Similarly, by renormalizing the interaction vertices, we have effectively computed the scaling dimen-
sions of the operators ΨN + c.c. and |Ψ|4. We will find below that these operators will generically
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mix at the interacting fixed point, as they have the same scaling dimension at  = δ = 0, and
they transform identically under the symmetries of SB when λ 6= 0. The eigenoperators under
dilatations will have scaling dimensions given by
∆Ψ4± = 2d+ z + ω± (60)
with
det
[(
∂βg
∂g
∂βg
∂λ
∂βλ
∂g
∂βλ
∂λ
)
− ω± I
]
= 0 (61)
i.e., the two numbers ω± are the two eigenvalues associated with the matrix formed by linearizing
the beta functions at the critical couplings. The eigenvectors of this matrix determine the precise
nature of the operator mixing.
The last operator we are interested in is the leading relevant operator, |Ψ|2. Since this does not
appear in our action at criticality, we need to define a new renormalization constant,
|Ψ|2 = Z2
Zτ
(|Ψ|2)
R
, (62)
where Z2 is chosen to cancel divergences upon insertion of this composite operator. With this
particular definition, the 1PI vertex with n insertions of Ψ or Ψ∗ and m insertions of |Ψ|2 is
renormalized as
Γ
(n,m)
R ({ωRi, ki}, g, λ, µ) = Zn/2−1Z1−mτ Zm2 Γ(n,m)({ωi, ki}, u0, λ0). (63)
We will calculate Z2 by renormalizing the vertex Γ
(2,1), pictured in Figure 6. With this definition,
the scaling dimension of |Ψ|2 is
∆|Ψ|2 ≡ d+ βg
d
dg
log
(
Z2
Zτ
)
+ βλ
d
dλ
log
(
Z2
Zτ
)
. (64)
After computing these scaling dimensions, we will obtain the critical exponents of SB. However,
because the field Ψ is the disorder operator of the CCM, many of the critical exponents will not
have a simple relation to the critical exponents associated with the CCM order parameter Φ,
which is a nonlocal operator in this theory. We do expect that |Ψ|2, as the lone relevant operator
allowed by symmetry at the critical point, will map to the corresponding relevant operator in the
CCM transition. This implies that the critical exponent ν will coincide at the ZN CCM and DBG
critical points. Furthermore, the dynamical critical exponent z is a property of the exact low-
energy dispersion of the quantum critical point rather than any particular operator, and therefore
it should also be the same in both theories.
A. Diagrammatic expansion
We now outline the diagrammatic expansion for renormalizing SB. The diagrams needed to
renormalize the interactions are pictured in Figure 5. We can immediately identify the main
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FIG. 5. Diagrams contributing to the 1PI vertices (top) Γ(2), (middle) Γ(4), (bottom) Γ(N). The ellipses
represent the insertion of propagators required so that each λ0 vertex has a total of N lines attached.
technical challenge, which is that the loop diagrams are only defined for integer N . For example,
the first correction to Γ(2) pictured in Figure 5 is an (N − 1)-loop diagram, and a given loop
diagram only makes sense for an integer number of loops. However, we are interested in an
analytic expansion in the theory in small δ = 4 −N . This requires finding an expression for this
diagrams for all integers N , analytically continuing this expression to arbitrary values of N , and
then performing the expansion in N = 4− δ. The method by which we compute and analytically
continue these diagrams is outlined in Appendix B, which also contains derivations of the integrals
needed.
Using the expressions for I
(M)
1−4 given in Appendix B, the bare 1PI vertices pictured in Figures
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5 and 6 are given by
Γ(2)(ω, k) =− iω + k2 − λ
2
0
Γ(N)
I
(N−2)
1 (ω, k) +
uλ20
2Γ(N − 2)I
(N−1)
2 (ω, k)
+
2uλ20
Γ(N − 1)I
(N−1)
3 (ω, k), (65)
Γ(4) =− 2u+ 2u2I(1)1 (p1 + p2) +
λ20
Γ(N − 1)I
(N−3)
1 (p1 + p2)
− 2u3I(1)1 (p1 + p2)2
− 2uλ
2
0
Γ(N − 1)
[
I
(1)
1 (p1 + p2)I
(N−3)
1 (p1 + p2)
]
− uλ
2
0
2Γ(N − 3)I
(N−2)
2 (p1 + p2)
− uλ
2
0
Γ (N − 2)
[
I
(N−2)
3 (p1 + p2, p3) + 3 perms.
]
− 2uλ
2
0
Γ(N − 1)
[
I
(N−2)
4 (p1, p3) + 3 perms.
]
, (66)
Γ(N)(ωi, ki) =− λ0 + λ0u
N∑
i<j
I
(1)
1 (pi + pj)− λ0u2
N∑
i<j
I
(1)
1 (pi + pj)
2
− λ0u2
∑
i<j<k<`
[
I
(1)
1 (pi + pj)I
(1)
1 (pk + p`) + I
(1)
1 (pi + pj)I
(1)
1 (pk + p`)
+ I
(1)
1 (pi + pj)I
(1)
1 (pk + p`)
]
− 2λ0u2(N − 2)
N∑
i<j
I
(2)
3 (pi + pj)
− λ
2
N !
bN2 c∑
n=2
(
N
n
)
I
(n−1)
1 (pi)I
(N−n−1)
1 (−pi), (67)
Γ(2,1)(ωi, ki) =1 +
λ20
Γ (N − 1)I
(N−2)
4 (p1, p1 + p2). (68)
Here, the terms labelled “perm.” denote the same integrals with permutations of the labelled
external momenta. We then apply the renormalization conditions of Eqs. (54) and (63):
Γ
(2)
R (ω, k) = Zτ Γ
(2)(ω, k),
Γ
(4)
R (ω, k) = Z Zτ Γ
(4)(ω, k),
Γ
(N)
R (ω, k) = Z
N/2−1 Zτ Γ(N)(ω, k),
Γ
(2,1)
R (ω, k) = Z2 Γ
(2,1)(ω, k). (69)
Finally, we express the bare couplings appearing on the right-hand side of the equation in terms of
the renormalized 1PI couplings defined in Eq. (53), and then choose the renormalization constants
to render these functions finite near  = δ = 0.
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FIG. 6. Diagrams contributing to the renormalization of Γ(2,1).
Using the above expressions, we will renormalize the theory to second order in the couplings. We
have also obtained the renormalized vertex Γ(2) to third order in the couplings; because this vertex
does not have a contribution at first order, knowing the fixed point to second order is sufficient to
obtain Zτ and Z (and therefore z and ∆ψ) to third order. The third-order calculation does not
involve any extra difficulty because the diagrams appearing in Γ(2) at third order involve no new
integrals compared to those needed to renormalize the interaction vertices at second order.
From the expressions for I1−4, the bare 1PI vertices have divergences in the form of poles in
the − δ plane. For example, in the 1PI four-point function we find simple poles of the form
Γ
(4)
R = Zg +
f1(, δ)

+
f2(, δ)
/2 + δ − δ/2 + reg. (70)
at leading order, where the fi(, δ) are complicated functions and “reg.” indicates finite contribu-
tions. As usual, there is a very large ambiguity in defining the Zg to subtract these poles, and this
ambiguity will not affect universal quantities at the critical point. If we only had simple poles in , a
common choice is to subtract the poles in  without subtracting any finite part of the bare vertices.
This is the modified minimal subtraction scheme, MS, where “modified” refers to the extra factors
of Sd inserted in the definitions of our couplings in Eq. (53). However, is it not possible to subtract
the pole 1/(/2 + δ− δ/2) without retaining some of the  or δ dependence in the numerator. One
may choose to subtract the pole with the entire function f2(, δ) in the numerator, but instead we
have chosen
Zg = 1− f1(0, 0)

− f2(1(δ), δ)
/2 + δ − δ/2 , (71)
where
1(δ) ≡ − 2δ
1− δ . (72)
One may check that this choice renders Eq. (70) a regular function of  and δ wherever the fi
remain regular. Our reason for this choice is that it reduces exactly to the MS scheme in the δ = 0
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limit, allowing us to check the renormalization constants against those of the N = 4 theory in the
MS scheme, which are much easier to obtain.
At second order, we find a more complicated pole structure in the − δ plane, but we continue
to renormalize the theory by demanding that our renormalization scheme reduces to MS for δ = 0.
For example, we find a contribution of the form
Zg +
f3(, δ)
(/2 + δ − δ/2) . (73)
We renormalize this by choosing
Zg = 1− f3(0, δ)
δ
+
f3(1(δ), δ)
δ(− 1(δ)) , (74)
which satisfies the two conditions that (1) the resulting expression is regular for all  and δ, and
(2) the δ → 0 limit of Zg reduces to the MS scheme if we work exactly at N = 4.
B. RG results and critical exponents
The renormalization constants are tabulated in Appendix C. One may check that with these
choices, the ΓR are finite functions of external frequency and momentum for small  and δ and
arbitrary /δ. We can obtain the beta functions to second order in the couplings using Eqs. (56)-
(57), and then truncate the resulting expressions by assuming that  and δ are of the same order
as g and λ. The resulting beta functions are
βg = −g + g2 + λ
2
4
(1 + α1δ)− gλ2
(
38
27
+ ln
4
3
)
,
βλ = − (+ δ − δ/2)λ+ 6λg(1− 7δ/12)− 12g2λ ln 4
3
− 2
27
λ3. (75)
Here, α1 = 2− γE − ln 2. We may obtain higher-order dependence on  and δ using our obtained
renormalization constants, but this will not contribute to the perturbative fixed point to the order
that we are working.
Similarly, we can calculate the quantities z, ∆Ψ, and ∆|Ψ|2 directly from Eqs. (58), (59), and
(64), obtaining
z = 2− 4λ
2
27
(1 + αzδ) +
4 ln 2
9
gλ2, (76)
∆Ψ =
d
2
− λ
2
18
(1 + αΨδ) +
ln 2
6
gλ2, (77)
∆|Ψ|2 = d+
8λ2
27
, (78)
where αz =
9
4 − γE − 12 ln 3 and αΨ = 136 − γE − 12 ln 3.
We now consider solutions to the equations βg = βλ = 0. We find the U(1)-symmetric fixed
point at (g∗, λ∗) = (, 0). Computing the stability of this fixed point to λ perturbations, we have:
dim(λ) = δ − 5+ 3δ + 12 log(4/3)2, (g, λ) = (, 0). (79)
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This equation also follows from Eq. (4) in Ref. 19. The U(1) fixed point is stable for small values
of  and δ, but it becomes unstable if we tune them to be large enough. The properties of this
fixed point have been studied in detail, see e.g., Ref. 33.
For λ 6= 0, we have the following weak-coupling fixed point:
g∗ =
1
6
(+ δ) +
402 + 559δ2 + 113δ + 324 ln(4/3)(+ δ)2
5832
,
λ∗ =
1
3
√
(+ δ) (5− δ) + 2360
3 − 1015δ3 + 4290δ2 + 2373δ2+ 324(7− 2δ)(δ + )2 ln(4/3)
2916
√
(+ δ) (5− δ)
− α1δ
6
√
(+ δ) (5− δ). (80)
This fixed point only exists when δ < 5. We first discuss the stability of this fixed point, and the
possibility that it is a stable endpoint from the free or U(1)-symmetric fixed points. The condition
for stability is that ω+ and ω−, defined by Eq. (61), are both positive. Computing these at the
fixed point, we find the two eigenvalues to be
ω± =
1
6
(δ − 2)± 1
6
√
642 − 11δ2 + 44δ
+
1063δ2 − 24802 − 1903δ − 648(2− δ)(+ δ) log 43
5832
± 4960
3 − 2339δ3 − 13740δ2 − 5001δ2 − 648(+ δ)(142 − δ2 + 22δ) log 43
5832
√
642 − 11δ2 + 44δ . (81)
To leading order, we find that there is no region where this fixed point exists and is stable. This
is the primary reason we have carried out the present computation to second order. Using the full
expression, we find that there is a region where where the fixed point is stable and both eigenvalues
ω± are positive, although this region does not include  = δ = 1; see Figure 7. However, we note
that the exact results of Ref. 19 imply that for  = 1, δ = 2, the U(1)-symmetric fixed point flows
to the transverse-field Ising fixed point, so this region of stability presumably continues to increase
at higher orders. Therefore, this prediction of an unstable fixed point may be a failure of our
expansion in obtaining quantitatively accurate values of the ω±. In what follows, we assume that
the region of stability extends to  = δ = 1, the primary case of interest.
Evaluating z, ∆Ψ, and ∆|Ψ|2 at this fixed point, we find
z = 2− 4(+ δ)(5− δ)
243
+
(−4720− 4536 log 43 + 2430 log 2) 3 + (2273 + 1782 log 43 − 486 log 2) δ3
59049
+
(−3265− 3402 log 43 + 1458 log 2) δ2 − (1906 + 1296 log 43 − 486 log 2) δ2
19683
, (82)
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FIG. 7. Region in − δ space where the ZN fixed point is stable, evaluated to second order in an expansion
in  = 2 − d and δ = 4 − N . The eigenvalue ω+ is zero along the full line, and the eigenvalue ω− is zero
along the dashed line. The shaded region between these two lines is the region where both eigenvalues are
positive, representing the region of stability of the fixed point. The dotted line is δ = 5; the fixed point
only exists in the region δ < 5.
∆ψ =
2− 
2
− (+ δ)(5− δ)
162
+
(−2360− 2268 log 43 + 1215 log 2) 3 + (1096 + 891 log 43 − 243 log 2) δ3
78732
+
(−1565− 1701 log 43 + 729 log 2) δ2 − (899 + 648 log 43 − 243 log 2) δ2
26244
, (83)
∆|ψ|2 = 2− +
8(+ δ)(5− δ)
243
. (84)
These expressions are simply related to the critical exponents of the theory. As noted above, the
exponent ν, defined as the exponent characterizing the divergence of the correlation length, will
coincide with the exponent ν in the CCM in one dimension. This exponent is given by
ν−1 = d+ z −∆|Ψ|2 . (85)
We also give the anomalous dimension of the field Ψ, defined as
η = 2∆Ψ + 2− d− z. (86)
This anomalous dimension will characterize the correlations of the domain walls of the CCM rather
than the order parameter.
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Exponent LO NLO
z 1.87 1.57
ν 0.60 N/A
η 0.03 0.11
TABLE I. Critical exponents predicted for the Z3 DBG in one dimension to leading order (LO) and next-
to-leading order (NLO). The exponents z and ν in the one-dimensional DBG coincide with those in the
one-dimensional CCM.
We note that all of these exponents lie between those for the one-dimensional 3-state Potts
model and the U(1)-symmetric DBG model. In those cases, the exponents are known exactly:
(z, ν, η) = (2, 1/2, 0) U(1) DBG,
(z, ν, η) = (1, 5/6, 4/15) 3 - state Potts, (87)
(since the one-dimensional 3-state Potts model is self-dual, the exponent η for Φ and Ψ coincide).
The second-order correction to the exponents z and η is rather large, which may indicate that the
series is already diverging and may require resummation at higher order.
Finally, we may also compare these results with those recently obtained using exact diagonal-
ization on a lattice boson model in the same universality class as the Z3 CCM [14],
z ≈ 1.33, ν ≈ 0.71. (88)
Our field-theoretic results do not give precise quantitative matches with these results, but we do
find that the exponents shift in the correct direction for agreement with the CCM.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically investigate the Z3-symmetry-breaking QPT in the context of
both the chiral clock (Sec. V A) and dilute Bose gas (Sec. V B) models. The critical exponents of
interest to us in characterizing the nature of this transition are the dynamical critical exponent z
and the correlation length exponent ν, which are defined by [28]
∆ ∼ |g − gc|z ν ; ξ ∼ |g − gc|− ν , (89)
where g is some tuning parameter, ∆ denotes the mass gap, and ξ is the correlation length. For the
purpose of numerically evaluating these exponents, we resort to finite-size scaling (FSS) [38, 39] as
sketched below.
The FSS approach employs the relation between the divergence of a thermodynamic quantity
K (g) in the bulk system, as K (g) ∼ |g − gc|−κ when g → gc, and its scaling at criticality, as
K (gc) ∼ Lκ/ν , on a lattice of L sites. The exponent κ/ν can thus be estimated by plotting K
against the system size, where K is to be chosen appropriately. For instance, near the quantum
critical point (QCP), one can assume that the gap obeys a scaling ansatz of the functional form
∆ = L−z F
(
L1/ν (g − gc)
)
, (90)
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with F some universal scaling function. Additionally, in this regard, it is also useful to consider
the Callan-Symanzik β function [40] defined as
β (g) =
∆ (g)
∆ (g)− 2 ∂∆(g)
∂ ln g
. (91)
From Eqs. (90) and (91), it follows that these two quantities scale as −z and −1/ν, respectively,
at the QCP, thus giving us access to the required exponents.
Our numerical calculations in this section are based on the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) algorithm [41–46]. We use finite-system DMRG [47, 48] with a bond dimension m = 150
for a chain of up to L = 100 sites with open boundary conditions; the first and second energy levels
are individually targeted. After three sweeps, the energy eigenvalues were found to be suitably
converged to an accuracy of one part in 1010.
A. The φ↔ θ duality
The φ↔ θ duality, introduced in Sec. II C, maps the Hamiltonian of the chiral clock model onto
itself under the simultaneous interchange of both f ↔ J and φ ↔ θ. Despite this mapping, the
two sides of the phase diagram are not the same in that the energy levels are not identical owing
to boundary effects.
The critical exponents of the chiral Z3 transition were recently studied for φ = 0, θ 6= 0 by
Ref. 14; here, we consider its dual case with θ = 0 and 0 ≤ φ < pi/6, varied in steps of pi/48, in
the subspace J = 1 − f . The precise location of the QPT can be ascertained by plotting Lz ∆L
against the tuning parameter f for various lattice sizes (ranging from L = 60 to L = 100) and
values of z. Eq. (90) asserts that the quantity Lz∆ is independent of the length of the system L
right at the QCP f = fc. This, in turn, implies that, with the correct choice of z, all the curves
for Lz∆ should cross at fc for different values of L, thereby allowing us to determine both fc and z
simultaneously. Following this prescription, we are able to determine the intersection point of the
curves for different lengths to an accuracy of 10−4 by scanning progressively finer intervals. The
variation of the crossing points with φ (for θ = 0) is noted in Table II, along with the corresponding
values for φ = 0, θ 6= 0 (from Ref. 14). Although the QCPs in the two cases are obtained separately,
it is easy to observe that fc|φ=0 = 1− fc|θ=0, as predicted by the duality.
The values of z obtained in this fashion can be independently corroborated in order to check for
any dependence (or lack thereof) on the particular system sizes over which FSS is applied. While
our former approach relied on considering ∆ as a function of f , one can alternatively study the
scaling of ∆ as a function of L instead, at f = fc. Using the ansatz ∆ (L) = cL
−z, we obtain the
best functional fit for the gap, treating the coefficient c and the exponent z as free parameters.
Table II lists the values of z thus obtained, together with those for φ = 0, θ 6= 0. The exponents
in these two cases while close, are not exactly the same since they are essentially determined from
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θ fc|φ=0 z zc φ fc|θ=0 z¯ z¯c
pi/48 0.4990 1.003 1.00(9) pi/48 0.5010 1.000 1.00(7)
pi/24 0.4961 1.021 1.029(6) pi/24 0.5040 1.013 1.01(4)
pi/16 0.4913 1.022 1.02(3) pi/16 0.5090 1.047 1.04(8)
pi/12 0.4842 1.078 1.078(2) pi/12 0.5161 1.118 1.119(0)
5pi/48 0.4748 1.135 1.132(7) 5pi/48 0.5257 1.155 1.150(6)
pi/8 0.4627 1.229 1.226(8) pi/8 0.5379 1.224 1.216(4)
7pi/48 0.4475 1.368 1.366(1) 7pi/48 0.5531 1.331 1.324(6)
TABLE II. Calculated dynamical critical exponents for φ = 0, θ 6= 0 (z) and φ 6= 0, θ = 0 (z¯). Two
independent sets of values of z are distinguished: the first series is our estimate from the crossing points
whereas the second (designated by the subscript c) is for the values determined from fitting ∆ to cL−z.
curve-fitting. Nonetheless, the good agreement between the two serves as a highly nontrivial check
of the duality.
Another interesting aspect of the duality is the physics along the self-dual line of the CCM:
when f = J and φ = θ, the model is self-dual. Unlike previously, in this case, we find that there is
no direct order–disorder phase transition and a sliver of the gapless incommensurate phase always
intervenes. Further numerical details pertaining to the self-dual phase boundary are presented in
Appendix D.
B. Lattice model for the dilute Bose gas
The renormalization group analysis of the ZN dilute Bose gas (50) in Sec. IV is complemented
by our numerics in this section, which focus exclusively on the case N = 3. To this end, we study
a lattice Hamiltonian, which is a variation upon the usual Bose-Hubbard model, described by a
hopping strength t, a chemical potential µ, and an onsite repulsion U . The only addition is a
point-split perturbation which breaks the symmetry down to Z3. Explicitly,
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
(
b†i bj + bi b
†
j
)
− µ
∑
i
b†i bi + U
∑
i
b†i bi
(
b†i bi − 1
)
+ λ
∑
i
(
bi bi+1 bi+2 + b
†
i b
†
i+1 b
†
i+2
)
,
where bi and b
†
i are the bosonic annihilation and creation operators, respectively. Taking the limit
U →∞ imposes a hard-boson constraint i.e., each site can be occupied by no more than one boson.
With this constraint implicit hereafter, the Hamiltonian reduces to
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
(
b†i bj + bi b
†
j
)
− µ
∑
i
ni + λ
∑
i
(
bi bi+1 bi+2 + b
†
i b
†
i+1 b
†
i+2
)
; ni ≤ 1, (92)
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where we have introduced the number operator ni = b
†
i bi for notational clarity.
With λ = 0, this system exhibits a U(1)-symmetry-breaking QPT: this is the usual Bose gas
transition between a Mott-insulating ground state (t  µ) a superfluid phase (t  µ), in which
the U(1)-symmetry is spontaneously broken. The more interesting case, which we now turn to, is
the ground state of the system for λ > 0; without loss of generality, we set t = 1 . For |µ/λ|  1,
the ground state is unique and tends towards being entirely empty or entirely filled depending on
the sign of µ. On the other hand, for |µ/λ|  1, one is in the Z3-ordered phase, where three states
with different fillings mod 3 (each of which is individually Z3-symmetric) are degenerate, and the
system can break the Z3 symmetry by choosing a linear combination of the three states. Both the
disordered and the Z3-ordered phase are gapped, provided λ/t is sufficiently large.
A convenient metric to characterize the phases and observe the transition between them is the
spatial entanglement entropy (EE) [49–51]. Formally, if a system is partitioned into two regions,
say, A and B, then the reduced density matrix of region A is obtained by tracing over the degrees
of freedom of region B as ρa ≡ Trb ρ; the EE is then defined as S ≡ −Tr(ρa ln ρa). If there is
topological ground-state degeneracy, one expects an EE of order ∼ lnD, where D is the degeneracy
[52]. Hence, we set t = 1 and numerically calculate the EE using DMRG with m = 100 to detect
the QPT and the (approximate) phase boundaries in the (µ, λ) parameter space. Figure 8 shows a
sharp increase in the central-cut EE, which saturates to a value ∼ O(ln 3), as µ is varied across the
phase transition. Furthermore, both the EE and the energy gap ∆ are symmetric under µ↔ −µ,
which implies that the system undergoes the same phase transition at (µc, λc) and (−µc, λc).
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FIG. 8. (a) The central-cut entanglement entropy as a function of µ and λ for a chain of length L = 100.
The EE decreases sharply from O(ln 3) to zero on moving across the phase transition from the ordered to
the disordered phase. (b) Cross-section of (a) along the line λ/t = 1, greatly zoomed in to the QCP, for
three different system sizes. The transition point corresponding to the jump tends to the actual critical
point for an infinite lattice as we move to progressively larger systems.
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In order to precisely pinpoint the QCP, we use the same finite-size scaling considerations as
in Sec. V A. At each fixed value of λ, we systematically tune µ to drive the phase transition and
note the intersection point of the curves of Lz ∆ for L varying between 60 to 100. For instance,
Figure 9(a) displays an example of this method for λ = 1, from which we extract the critical point
µc = 1.7970, and the associated exponent z = 1.779. Repeating this procedure over several discrete
values of λ leads to the phase diagram illustrated in Figure 10(a). Similarly, FSS arguments based
on the scaling of the Callan-Symanzik β function (91) can yield the correlation length exponent ν.
Accordingly, we fit the β function, displayed in Figure 9(d), to an ansatz of the form
β (L) = c0 L
−1/ν (1 + c1 L−ζ);
(
ζ >
1
ν
)
, (93)
allowing for subleading corrections to ensure a more robust fit. The values of ν thus obtained are
compiled in Table III together with the corresponding exponents for z.
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FIG. 9. Finite-size scaling analysis of the Z3 dilute Bose gas. (a) Scaling of the variable Lz ∆ as a function
of µ for individual system sizes. With z = 1.779, all the curves intersect right at the critical point. The
finesse of the crossing depends crucially on the correct choice of z: on zooming in, the contrast in sharpness
between z = 1.779 (b) and z = 2 (c) is vivid. (d) The Callan-Symanzik β function plotted on a logarithmic
scale against the system size. The slopes of the curves in the linear region, corresponding to large lattices,
give us the respective values of −1/ν.
We find that the exponents move in the direction of those for the 3-state Potts model (where
z = 1 and ν−1 = 6/5), in consistency with our RG results. Over the range of couplings we have
accessed, the critical exponents appear to vary continuously. A rather unlikely explanation of
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λ µc z ν
−1
0.2 1.9904 1.956± 0.003 1.963(8)
0.4 1.9625 1.894± 0.010 1.900(5)
0.6 1.9186 1.887± 0.002 1.899(3)
0.8 1.8622 1.847± 0.037 1.86(5)
1.0 1.7970 1.779± 0.034 1.798(3)
1.5 1.6156 1.641± 0.042 1.683(1)
2.0 1.4329 1.511± 0.052 1.57(4)
2.5 1.2638 1.387± 0.064 1.484(7)
3.0 1.1129 1.272± 0.071 1.405(2)
TABLE III. Numerically calculated dynamical and correlation length critical exponents for the Z3 dilute
Bose gas with t = 1. Upon turning on λ, the exponents start deviating nontrivially from the values of z = 2,
ν = 1/2 of the U(1)-symmetry-breaking transition. The extracted value of z depends slightly on the range
of system sizes considered in the FSS procedure. Denoting the exponent obtained from FSS over the interval
L = a to L = b by za,b, we take z ≡ z60,100, and the uncertainty estimate ε ≡ max(|z60,80 − z|, |z80,100 − z|).
these results, which we cannot rule out, is that λ is exactly marginal, leading to a critical line
with varying exponents. A more generic (and likely) explanation is that the scaling dimension of
λ is parametrically small, and these results are due to crossover behavior between the U(1) and Z3
DBG fixed points. The latter scenario is consistent with the small region of stability found in our
RG calculation; this explanation amounts to the claim that the point  = δ = 1 lies close to the
boundary of the region of stability in Figure 7 in the exact theory.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The phase transitions of the quantum (classical) ZN chiral clock model in one (two) spatial
dimensions have been the subject of a number of theoretical and numerical studies [3–18]. The
phase structure of this model in the case where N = 3, and the model has separate time-reversal
and spatial inversion symmetry, was debated in the early literature: some studies favored a direct
transition between a disordered phase and a gapped phase with broken Z3 symmetry [4, 6], while
others predicted the appearance of a gapless incommensurate phase separating the two gapped
ones [7] (we review the arguments of Ref. 7 in Appendix E). Recent numerical work gives strong
evidence for the first scenario [12, 14] but a quantum field theory describing the direct transition
was lacking. These questions have recently become relevant for experimental studies of trapped
ultracold Rydberg atoms [1].
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FIG. 10. (a) Schematic phase diagram of the Z3 dilute Bose gas obtained from DMRG and FSS calculations.
For λ = 0, the QPT involves U(1) symmetry breaking whereas for nonzero λ, the symmetry broken is Z3.
The phase diagram is symmetric upon reflection about µ = 0. (b) Both phases are gapped. To see this, the
difference in energies between the ground state and the first three excited states, are plotted for a system
of size L = 50 and λ = t = 1. In the ordered phase, the ground state is threefold degenerate in the infinite-
volume limit. However, in a finite chain, there is always a splitting between them and therefore DMRG can
probe and distinguish the states within this (ideally) degenerate manifold. Contrarily, on the disordered
side, there exists a unique ground state.
In this paper, we have presented a quantum field theory for the critical ZN chiral clock model,
which is capable of describing the direct transition described above. Interestingly, the field theory
is written in terms of the ‘disorder parameter’ Ψ (which creates domain walls in the ordered phase)
rather than the order parameter of the clock degrees of freedom, Φ. The field theory for Ψ also
describes the onset of a condensate in a dilute Bose gas, in the background of a static, higher-
dimensional N boson condensate. We performed a perturbative renormalization group analysis of
this field theory for small  = 2 − d and δ = 4 − N , where we found a weak-coupling fixed point
describing a direct transition with ZN symmetry breaking. We give the first analytical predictions
for the critical exponents of this transition, obtaining ν ≈ 0.60 and z ≈ 1.57.
We also performed a numerical DMRG study of a lattice boson model the order parameter of
which, Ψ, is described directly by our field theory. This study contains strong evidence for a direct
transition between a gapped disordered phase and a gapped phase with broken Z3 symmetry. The
critical exponents obtained numerically do not appear to have fully converged to their universal
values in the finite system sizes studied, but their flow is consistent with our field-theoretic results.
We also presented additional DMRG results on the Z3 clock model, going beyond those in Ref. 14:
these results confirm the duality properties, and yield exponents similar to those for the lattice
boson model.
In the future, the field-theoretic advances presented here could be extended to nonequilibrium
dynamics, and so could address corresponding experimental studies on Rydberg atoms.
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Note added: We learnt of numerical studies [53] on large systems which also find a direct transition
without an intermediate gapless incommensurate phase.
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Appendix A: Derivation of quantum field theory for general N
In Section III B, we gave the transfer matrix calculation of the Euclidean lattice field theory
for the N = 3 chiral clock model, and argued for the form of its continuum limit. Here, we will
generalize this calculation to arbitrary N , and give a direct mapping from the Euclidean lattice
field theory to the continuum quantum field theory of a complex order parameter field.
Following the derivation in Section III B, the steps until Eq. (41) generalize to arbitrary N in
an obvious way, and we obtain the expression for the partition function
Z = 1
NMτ
∑
{nj(`)}
exp
2aβJ Mτ∑
`=1
M∑
j=1
cos
[
2pi
N
(
nj(`)− nj+1(`)
)
+ θ
]
×
Mτ∏
`=1
M∏
j=1
N−1∑
ω=0
exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
])
× exp
(
−2piiω
N
(
nj(`)− nj(`+ 1)
))
. (A1)
In this expression, the integers nj(`) are defined modulo N , and live on a rectangular lattice
parametrized by j = 1, 2, ...,M and ` = 1, 2, ...,Mτ .
We now consider the sum over ω, which has the form
SN (∆n) =
N−1∑
ω=0
exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
]
− 2pii∆n
N
ω
)
. (A2)
We wish to write this in the form SN (∆n) ∼ ef(∆n) so that we may combine it with the other
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exponents in Eq. (A1), and we are only interested in the a→ 0 limit. This sum may be written
SN (∆n) = exp (2aβf cosφ) + δN,2Z exp (−2aβf cosφ) cos (pi∆n)
+
bN−12 c∑
k=1
{
α1(k,N) cos
(
2pik∆n
N
)
+ iα2(k,N) sin
(
2pik∆n
N
)}
, (A3)
where bxc is the floor function, δN,2Z is zero (one) if N is odd (even), and
α1(k,N) = 2 exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pik
N
]
cosφ
)
cosh
(
2aβf sin
[
2pik
N
]
sinφ
)
,
α2(k,N) = 2 exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pik
N
]
cosφ
)
sinh
(
2aβf sin
[
2pik
N
]
sinφ
)
. (A4)
In the small a limit, SN (0) approaches a constant while the other values of SN (∆n) vanish linearly
with a.
The function SN (∆n) satisfies SN (∆n+N) = SN (∆n) and SN (−∆n) = SN (∆n)∗, so we take
the ansatz
SN (∆n) = A exp
( M∑
m=1
K(m)τ cos
(
2pim
N
∆n
)
+ iϕ[∆n]
)
, (A5)
where ϕ[−x] = −ϕ[x]. By taking the logarithm of the magnitude of both sides of this equation,
we obtain a linear system
log |SN (∆n)| = logA+
M∑
m=1
K(m)τ cos
(
2pim
N
∆n
)
. (A6)
The left-hand side is still a periodic even function of ∆n, so this clearly justifies our ansatz.
Now, if ∆n were a real number, we would need to take M = ∞ to represent the real function
on the left-hand side. However, we only need this equality to match for the finite set of values
∆n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
⌊
N
2
⌋
, so we only need M large enough so that we can solve the linear set of
equations represented in Eq. (A6). Assuming that the linear system is nonsingular (which we have
checked for N = 3, 4, 5), we can take M = ⌊N2 ⌋. Additionally, because most of the coefficients
|SN (∆n)| vanish linearly at small a, the coefficients K(m)τ will diverge as log a in the limit a→ 0.
We now consider the complex phase of SN (∆n). For determining this, we turn back to Eq. (A2)
and write
SN =
N−1∑
ω=0
exp
(
2aβf cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
]
− 2pii∆n
N
ω
)
=
∞∑
k=0
N−1∑
ω=0
(2aβf)k
k!
cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
]k
e−
2pii∆n
N
ω
= N eiϕ[∆n]. (A7)
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Since we are taking the a→ 0 limit, we determine ϕ[∆n] from the first nonzero term in the power
series in k. This can be obtained using the identity
N−1∑
ω=0
e−
2pii
N
ωκ =
N κ = 0 mod N0 else , (A8)
which can be used to simplify the sum:
N−1∑
ω=0
cos
[
2pi
N
ω + φ
]k
e−
2pii∆n
N
ω
= 2k
N−1∑
ω=0
(
e2piiω/N+iφ + e−2piiω/N−iφ
)k
e−
2pii∆n
N
ω. (A9)
Using the symmetry properties of ϕ[∆n], it suffices to consider 0 < ∆n < N/2. Then for a given
∆n, we need to go to the k = ∆n term in this sum before we get a nonzero expression after
summing over ω, which is given by expanding the above binomial and evaluating the term
2k
N−1∑
ω=0
e2piikω/N+ikφe−
2pii∆n
N
ω = N2∆neiφ∆n. (A10)
Comparing with Eq. (A7), we find the phase in the small a limit to be
ϕ[∆n] = φ∆n, 0 ≤ ∆n < N/2. (A11)
Together with the relations ϕ[−∆n] = −ϕ[∆n] and ϕ[∆n+N ] = ϕ[∆n], this completely determines
the function ϕ[∆n]. For the cases N = 3, 4, we can write
ϕ(∆n) =
2φ√
3
sin
(
2pi
3
∆n
)
, (N = 3),
ϕ(∆n) = φ sin
(
2pi
4
∆n
)
, (N = 4). (A12)
For larger values of N , the periodicity and symmetry of ϕ[∆n] will imply that we can write it as
a Fourier series,
ϕ[∆n] = φ
bN−12 c∑
m=1
cm sin
(
2pim
N
∆n
)
, (A13)
where the numerical coefficients cm can be calculated directly from matching this expression to
Eq. (A11). For N = 3 and 4, we have c1 =
2√
3
and c1 = 1 respectively, and all other coefficients
vanish.
Combining these results, we may now write the partition function in Eq. (A1) as
Z = C
∑
{nx,τ}
e−S[nx,τ ], (A14)
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with the Euclidean action
−S[nx,τ ] = Kx
∑
x,τ
cos
[
2pi
N
(nx,τ − nx+1,τ ) + θ
]
+
∑
x,τ
bN2 c∑
m=0
K(m)τ cos
[
2pim
N
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
+ iφ
∑
x,τ
bN−12 c∑
m=1
cm sin
[
2pim
N
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
. (A15)
Here, the quantum model is obtained in the extreme anisotropic limit Kx → 0, K(m)τ → ∞. In
particular, if the divergence of the coefficients is K
(m)
τ → ηm log a at small a, we take the limits
such that the combinations Kxe
−K(m)τ /ηm are finite at a = 0, and the couplings J and f are tuned
to the phase transition.
Due to universality, we do not expect the details of the nearest-neighbor interactions to change
the critical properties of the phase transition provided the interactions have the same symmetry
properties and remain short-ranged. Thus, for all values of N , it should be valid to truncate the
interactions proportional to Kτ to a single cosine potential:
−S[nx,τ ] = Kx
∑
x,τ
cos
[
2pi
N
(nx,τ − nx+1,τ ) + θ
]
+Kτ
∑
x,τ
cos
[
2pi
N
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
+ iφ
∑
x,τ
bN−12 c∑
m=1
cm sin
[
2pim
N
(nx,τ − nx,τ+1)
]
. (A16)
At this point, the couplings Kx and Kτ are chosen as tuning parameters instead of J and f . We
also assume that the critical region of the phase diagram extend away from the extreme anisotropic
region, so we may take Kx/Kτ ∼ O(1). Since we expect the model to still contain the same phase
structure, this is justified provided the transition remains continuous.
We now turn this into a continuum field theory for a complex scalar. We first simplify our
action (A16) by taking cm>1 = 0, so that we only keep one of the sine terms. For N > 4 this
will ruin the periodicity of the model under φ → φ + 2pi, while for the important cases N = 3, 4
it is exact; in all cases, the periodicity of φ will be obscured by our final expressions anyway. We
rewrite the fields as a unit vector, vx,τ =
(
cos
(
2pi
N nx,τ
)
, sin
(
2pi
N nx,τ
))
,
−S =
∑
r,r′
Kabr,r′varvbr′
Kabr,r′ = Kxδr,r+xˆ
(
cos θδab + sin θab
)
+Kτδr,r+τˆδ
ab − i φ c1δr,r+τˆ ab. (A17)
Then, the partition function can be written as
Z = exp
∑
r,r′
Kabr,r′
∂2
∂Xar ∂X
b
r′
∏
r
1
N
N−1∑
nr=0
exp
(
X1r cos
[
2pi
N
nr
]
+X2r sin
[
2pi
N
nr
]) ∣∣∣∣∣
Xr=0
, (A18)
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where we have introduced the auxiliary real fields X1,2r at each lattice site. Subsequently, we work
with the complex field Φr = X
1
r + iX
2
r . We define the quantities
Gr,r′ = Kx
(
δr,r′+xˆ + δr,r′−xˆ
)
cos θ +Kτ (δr,r+τˆ + δr,r−τˆ )
+ iKx
(
δr,r′+xˆ − δr,r′−xˆ
)
sin θ + φ c1
(
δr,r′+τˆ − δr,r′−τˆ
)
,
V (Φ,Φ∗) = − log
[
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
exp
(
Φ
2
ωn +
Φ∗
2
ω∗n
)]
, (A19)
where ω = e2pii/N . Then, performing the sum over nr leads to the partition function
Z = exp
2∑
r,r′
Gr,r′
∂2
∂Φ∗r∂Φr′
 exp(−∑
r
V (Φr,Φ
∗
r)
)∣∣∣∣∣
Φr,Φ∗r=0
. (A20)
At this point, it is noticed that this generates identical diagrams to the theory with interaction
potential V (Φ,Φ∗) and Green’s function Gr,r′ [54]. That is, the partition function is identical to
that obtained using the following action for the field Φ:
SΦ =
∑
r,r′
Φ∗r
(
Gr,r′
)−1
Φr +
∑
r
V (Φr,Φ
∗
r) . (A21)
The original ZN symmetry is still present, taking the form Φ → e2pii/NΦ. We will later expand
the potential for small Φ, Φ†, and for now it is useful to pull out the quadratic piece, U (Φr,Φ∗r) ≡
V (Φr,Φ
∗
r) +
1
4 |Φ|2, so the potential U only contains nonlinearities in Φ. We then have
SΦ =
∑
r,r′
ψ∗r
[(
Gr,r′
)−1 − 1
4
δr,r′
]
Φr +
∑
r
U (Φr,Φ
∗
r)
=
∫
BZ
d2k
(2pi)2
(
4−G(k)
4G(k)
)
|Φ(k)|2 +
∑
r
U (Φr,Φ
∗
r) , (A22)
where
G(k) = 2Kx [cos θ cos kx − sin θ sin kx] + 2Kτ cos kτ + 2iφ c1 sin kτ . (A23)
This is a formally exact representation of the lattice field theory in Eq. (A16) except for having
taken cm>1 = 0 for N > 4 (and as promised, the periodicity of our theory under φ → pi + 2pi is
opaque even in the cases N = 3, 4 where we did not make an approximation).
We now consider the critical regime, where we may expand near k→ 0. For the cases of interest,
we have (
4−G(k)
4G(k)
)
= r + αxkx + κxk
2
x + κτk
2
τ · · · (φ = 0, θ 6= 0), (A24)
(
4−G(k)
4G(k)
)
= r′ + iα′τkτ + κ
′
xk
2
x + κ
′
τk
2
τ · · · (φ 6= 0, θ = 0), (A25)
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where the coefficients are complicated but generically nonzero real functions of Kx, Kτ , and either
θ or τ . We may also formally write the potential as its power series in Φ and Φ∗,
U (Φr,Φ
∗
r) = λ
(
Φ3 + Φ∗3
)
+ u|Φ|4 + · · · . (A26)
Going back to position space, kx,τ → i∂x,τ , and in the continuum limit, these become the theories
claimed in Eqs. (1) and (2)
Appendix B: M-loop integrals
In the text we need to compute certain M -loop integrals where M needs to be analytically con-
tinued to an arbitrary complex number. We show how to perform these integrals in this Appendix.
Before computing specific integrals, we outline the main steps. We first perform all frequency
integrals; due to the structure of the propagator, this will combine most of the denominators. We
then combine any remaining denominators, usually by using Feynman parameters. This will leave
us with M integrals over internal momenta of the form
I =
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
f(k1, k2, ..., kM )γ
, (B1)
where the function f is at most quadratic in the ki, and there may be additional integrations over
Feynman parameters.
We next repeatedly complete the square for all the ki. Focusing on a specific k, the most general
form for f(k) we encounter is
f(k) = F + ηk2 + α (k +K1)
2 + β (k +K2)
2 (B2)
for some constants (which may depend on the other momenta) F , K1, K2, η, α, δ. After writing
f(k) = F + (η + α+ β)
(
k +
αK1 + βK2
η + α+ β
)2
+
η
η + α+ β
(αK21 + βK
2
2 ) +
αβ
η + α+ β
(K1 −K2)2, (B3)
we may shift k → k − (αK1 + βK2)/(η + α + β) and scale k → k/
√
η + α+ β. Performing this
procedure for all ki, our integral eventually takes the form
I = J
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1(
k21 + k
2
2 + · · ·+ k2M + ∆2
)γ (B4)
for some Jacobian J . Applying the identity∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
(k2 +m2)γ
=
Γ
(
γ − d2
)
Γ (γ)
Sd
(m2)γ−d/2
(B5)
iteratively, we have
I = JSMd
Γ (γ −Md/2)
Γ (γ)
(
∆2
)Md/2−γ
. (B6)
In this expression, the dependence on M may be analytically continued to arbitrary values.
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FIG. 11. Definition of the integral I
(M)
1 (Ω,K).
1. I
(M)
1
The first integral we encounter is given by the diagram in Figure 11. Explicitly, this is
I
(M)
1 (Ω,K) ≡
∫ ( M∏
i=1
dωid
dki
(2pi)d+1
)
1(−iω1 + k21) · · · (−iωM + k2M)(i(Ω +∑Mi ωi)+ (K +∑Mi ki)2) .
After performing each ω integral, all of the denominators combine:
I
(M)
1 (Ω,K) =
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1(
iΩ +
∑M
i k
2
i + (K +
∑M
i ki)
2
) , (B7)
which is of the form Eq (B1). To demonstrate how the steps outlined above look in this simple
case, we now apply Eq. (B3) iteratively:∫ ( M∏
i
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
iΩ + k21 + k
2
2 + · · ·+ k2M + (k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kM +K)2
=
∫ ( M∏
i
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
iΩ + 2k21 + k
2
2 + · · ·+ k2M + 12(k2 + k3 + · · ·+ kM +K)2
=
∫ ( M∏
i
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
iΩ + 2k21 +
3
2k
2
2 + · · ·+ k2M + 13(k3 + k4 + · · ·+ kM +K)2
= · · ·
=
∫ ( M∏
i
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
iΩ + 2k21 +
3
2k
2
2 + · · ·+ M+1M k2M + 1M+1K2
=
1
(M + 1)d/2
∫ ( M∏
i
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1
iΩ + 1M+1K
2 +
∑M
i k
2
i
. (B8)
Here, we have shifted the integration in each step at will. In the last equality, we rescaled the
momenta giving the Jacobian
[(
1
2
) (
2
3
) · · ·( MM+1)]d/2 = (M + 1)−d/2. We may now use Eq. (B6),
obtaining the final result
I
(M)
1 (Ω,K) = S
M
d
Γ (1−Md/2)
(M + 1)d/2
(
iΩ +
1
M + 1
K2
)Md/2−1
. (B9)
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FIG. 12. Definition of the integral I
(M)
2 (Ω,K).
2. I
(M)
2
The second integral appears in the diagram in Figure 12, which is given by
I
(M)
2 (Ω,K) ≡
∫ ( M∏
i=1
dωid
dki
(2pi)d+1
)
1(−iω1 + k21) · · · (−iωM + k2M) [i(Ω +∑Mi=2 ωi)+ (K +∑Mi=2 ki)2]
× 1[
i
(
Ω + ω1 +
∑M
i=3 ωi
)
+
(
K + k1 +
∑M
i=3 ki
)2] . (B10)
After integrating over all of the frequencies, this becomes
I
(M)
2 (Ω,K) ≡
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1[
iΩ +
∑M
i=2 k
2
i +
(
K +
∑M
i=2 ki
)2]
× 1[
iΩ + k21 +
∑M
i=3 k
2
i +
(
K + k1 +
∑M
i=3 ki
)2] . (B11)
We now integrate over the special momenta k1 and k2, which combines the two denominators:
I
(M)
2 (Ω,K) =
S2d Γ
(
1− d2
)2
2d
∫ ( M∏
i=3
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1[
iΩ +
∑M
i=3 k
2
i +
1
2
(
K +
∑M
i=3 ki
)2]2−d . (B12)
The remaining integral is of the form given in Eq. (B1), so we can perform the steps as above,
obtaining
I
(M)
2 (Ω,K) =
SMd
(2M)d/2
Γ
(
1− d2
)2
Γ (2−Md/2)
Γ (2− d)
[
iΩ +
1
M
K2
]Md/2−2
. (B13)
We can check that I
(2)
2 (Ω,K) = I
(1)
1 (−Ω,−K)2, as can be seen directly from the diagrams.
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FIG. 13. Definition of the integral I
(M)
3 (Ω,K, ν3,K3). Here, Ω and K are the total frequency and momentum
flowing into the diagram from the left.
3. I
(M)
3
The third integral, which is shown in Figure 13, is
I
(M)
3 ≡
∫ ( M∏
i=1
dωid
dki
(2pi)d+1
)
1(−iω1 + k21) · · · (−iωM + k2M)
× 1[
i
(
Ω +
∑M−1
i ωi
)
+
(
K +
∑M−1
i ki
)2] [
i
(
ν3 +
∑M
i ωi
)
+
(
K3 +
∑M
i ki
)2] . (B14)
We first integrate over the frequencies,
I
(M)
3 =
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)
1[
iΩ +
∑M−1
i k
2
i +
(
K +
∑M−1
i ki
)2] [
iν3 +
∑M
i k
2
i +
(
K3 +
∑M
i ki
)2] , (B15)
and then combine the denominators using Feynman parametrization,
I
(M)
3 =
∫ 1
0
du
∫ ( M∏
i=1
ddki
(2pi)d
)[
uiΩ + (1− u)iν3 +
M−1∑
i
k2i + (1− u)k2M
+ u
(
K +
M−1∑
i
ki
)2
+ (1− u)
(
p3 +
M∑
i
ki
)2 ]−2
. (B16)
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We perform the momentum integral using Eq. (B1), obtaining
I
(M)
3 = S
M
d Γ (2−Md/2)
∫ 1
0
du(1− u)−d/2 [(M + 1) + u(M − 1)]−d/2
×
[
uiΩ + (1− u)iν3 + u [(M + 1)− u(M − 1)]
(M + 1) + u(M − 1) K
2
+
(1− u) [1 + u(M − 1)]
(M + 1) + u(M − 1) K
2
3 −
2u(1− u)(M − 1)
(M + 1) + u(M − 1)K ·K3
]Md/2−2
.(B17)
We have obtained one pole from the Gamma function sitting out front, but another pole (which
we will see is 1/) occurs due to the region near u → 1 in the integral; in particular, due to the
factor of (1− u)−d/2.
To extract the divergent behavior, let us temporarily assume M = 2 − δ, a case which is used
in the main text. We write the term in the brackets as[]Md/2−2
=
[
iΩ +
1
M
K2
]Md/2−2
+
{[]Md/2−2
−
[
iΩ +
1
M
K2
]Md/2−2}
=
[
iΩ +
1
2− δK
2
]Md/2−2
+
(
+ δ − δ
2
)
log
[ []
iΩ + 1MK
2
]
+ · · · , (B18)
where we are exploiting the expansion in  = d−2 and δ = 2−M in the last line. Now, the second
term has an overall coefficient
(
+ δ − δ2
)
which will cancel the pole in the Gamma function, and
near u→ 1, the argument of the logarithm goes to 1, killing the pole in epsilon, so the latter term
is finite. In the main text, we will also need to evaluate this integral for M = 3− δ, where identical
steps lead to the same cancellation of divergences.
In conclusion, we only need the first term, which only depends on Ω and K. This divergent
part of the integral may be written as
I
(M)
3 = S
M
d
Γ (2−Md/2)
M
[
iΩ +
1
M
K2
]Md/2−2
F (d,M), (B19)
with the special function defined as
F (d,M) ≡M
∫ 1
0
du(1− u)−d/2 [(M + 1) + u(M − 1)]−d/2
=
1
2− d + freg(d,M). (B20)
Here, freg(d,M) is regular for d ≤ 2, M > 1. Some explicit values we will use are
freg(2, 2) =
1
2
log
(
16
3
)
,
freg(2, 3) = log 3. (B21)
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FIG. 14. Definition of the integral I
(M)
4 (Ω1,K1, ν3,K3), where (Ω1,K1) enters from the top left and (Ω3,K3)
exits from the top right.
4. I
(M)
4
This integral, shown in Figure 14, is
I
(M)
4 = ≡
∫ ( M∏
i=1
dωid
dki
(2pi)d+1
)
1(−iω1 + k21) · · · (−iωM + k2M)
× 1[
i
(
ν1 +
∑M
i ωi
)
+
(
K1 +
∑M
i ki
)2] [
i
(
ν3 +
∑M
i ωi
)
+
(
K3 +
∑M
i ki
)2] . (B22)
After the frequency integrations, we end up with two denominators. After combining them with
Feynman parameters and performing the momentum integrals, we obtain
I
(M)
4 (Ω,K) =
SMd
(M + 1)d/2
Γ (2−Md/2) (B23)
×
∫ 1
0
du
[
u
(
iν1 +
K21
M + 1
)
+ (1− u)
(
iν3 +
K23
M + 1
)
+
Mu(1− u)
(M + 1)
(K1 −K3)2
]Md/2−2
.
We will only need this integral near M = 2 where the remaining integral is finite, and the divergence
is entirely due to the gamma function out front. Setting M = 2 − δ and d = 2 − , the divergent
part of the integral close to  = δ = 0 is
I
(2−δ)
4 =
S2−δd
(3− δ)1−/2
1
(+ δ − δ/2) . (B24)
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Appendix C: Renormalization constants for the ZN dilute Bose gas
In the main text, we outlined our method for computing the renormalization constants for the
ZN DBG. In our renormalization convention, we found it useful to define the auxiliary quantities
1(δ) = − 2δ
1− δ ,
2(δ) = − δ
1− δ/2 ,
3(δ) = − 2δ
3− δ , (C1)
as well as the functions
α1(, δ) =
4
Γ(3− δ)(2− δ)1−/2 ,
α2(, δ) =
2Γ(/2)
Γ()Γ(1− δ)(4− 2δ)1−/2 ,
α3(, δ) =
18
Γ(4− δ)(3− δ)1−/2 ,
α4(, δ) =
3Γ(/2)2
2Γ(2− δ)(6− 2δ)1−/2Γ()2 ,
α5(, δ) =
6
Γ(3− δ)(3− δ)1−/2 . (C2)
All of these functions have the simple limit αi(0, 0) = 1.
In terms of these definitions, the explicit expressions for the renormalization constants are
Zg = 1 +
g

+
g2
2
+
α1(1(δ), δ)λ
2
8g (δ + /2− δ/2) −
3(1− δ/4)(1− δ/3)α1(1(δ), δ)λ2
2δ(− 1(δ))
+
α2(2(δ), δ)λ
2
4δ(− 2(δ)) +
2λ2
δ(− 2(δ))Γ(3− δ) +
λ2α(1(δ), δ)
4δ
− λ
2
δ + − δ/2
[
α2(2, δ)
8
(Γ(2/2)− 2/2) + 4
Γ(3− δ)(3− δ)1−2/2
+
2freg(2, 2− δ)
Γ(3− δ)
]
(C3)
Zλ = 1 +
6

g(1− δ/4)(1− δ/3) + 21g
2
2
(1− δ/4)(1− δ/3)(1− δ/2 + δ2/14)
− 6g
2 log(4/3)

(1− δ/4)(1− δ/3)(1− δ/2) + 3λ
2
8y1
, (C4)
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Z = 1 +
λ2α3(2, δ)
18y2
− gλ2 2α3(2, δ)
3δ(− 2)(1− δ/4)(1− δ/3) + gλ
2 α4(3, δ)
3δ(− 3)
+ gλ2
α3(0, δ)(1− δ/3)
3δ(− 3) − gλ
2α4(3, δ)[Γreg(3)− 1/3]
3y3
− gλ2α3(0, δ)(1− δ/3)freg(3, 3− δ)
3y3
, (C5)
Zτ = 1− λ
2α3(2, δ)
54y2(1− δ/3) + gλ
2 2α3(2, δ)
9δ(− 2)(1− δ/4)− gλ
2 α4(3, δ)
9δ(− 3)(1− δ/3)
− gλ2 α3(0, δ)
9δ(− 3) + gλ
2α4(3, δ)[Γreg(3)− 1/3]
9y3(1− δ/3) + gλ
2α3(0, δ)freg(3, 3− δ)
9y3
, (C6)
Z2 = 1− λ
2α5(2, δ)
6y2
. (C7)
Plugging these definitions into Eqs. (66)–(69), one can check that the resulting renormalized 1PI
vertices are finite for arbitrary external frequency and momentum. One may also check that
the δ → 0 limit of these reduce to simple poles in  with no finite part, which was our defined
renormalization scheme.
Appendix D: The self-dual phase boundary in the chiral clock model
A second example of a trivial–topological phase transition can be found in the three-state chiral
clock for f = J and φ = θ < pi/6. The model is self-dual along this line, which culminates in a
tricritical Lifshitz point at φ = θ = pi/6. Our first line of investigation is to look at how the gap
closes as a function of the detuning from criticality. Figure 15(a) demonstrates that the scaling
expected from Eq. (89) is reasonably well-satisfied for θ ≤ pi/12; however, for larger θ (and φ), this
relation clearly breaks down. The marked distinction between these two regimes can be understood
based on the onset of Lifshitz oscillations [55] as one approaches the tricritical point.
Along the self-dual line, the FSS diagrams (Figs. 15(c) and 15(d)) bring to light an interesting
feature: the mass gap oscillates as the system size is varied, with a frequency that increases with
θ up to φ = θ = pi/6, beyond which the oscillation amplitudes die out as the system transitions
to the incommensurate phase. It is perhaps worth mentioning that oscillatory energy gaps have
been known to occur in other three-state [8] and four-state [56] systems as well. Such features were
carefully analyzed [57] for the one-dimensional XY model in a transverse field, where they can be
attributed to analytically demonstrable level crossings. In the CCM, however, the same is owed to
different origins. Similar oscillations were observed in the EE of this model by Zhuang et al. [12]
and studying the shapes of the EE curves, they proposed the empirical relation
L = φ−3.75 + 1.16, (D1)
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FIG. 15. Scaling of the gap with the parameter f along the self-dual line f = J , φ = θ for L = 100. For
small θ, the gap seemingly closes as a power law while beyond pi/12, such a relation no longer holds. (b)
The energy gap as a function of system size along the self-dual line φ = θ ≤ pi/12 at f = fc = 0.5. The
length scale of the Lifshitz oscillations for the chiral angles in this figure is greater than 100 sites. (c–d) The
energy gap oscillates with the system size along the self-dual line φ = θ > pi/12 at f = fc = 0.5. [Inset]:
The same, on a logarithmic scale. The minima of the Lifshitz oscillations occur at nonzero ∆ i.e. the gap,
although small, does not close.
for the length scale of the oscillations, L. Above a certain point, φ = θ > 0.29 to be precise, L
becomes comparable to (or smaller than) our system size L = 100. Hence, despite an immediate
onset on tuning even slightly away from φ = θ = 0, it is only above θ = pi/12 (amongst the
discrete values scanned) that the oscillations become manifestly observable. Since this length scale
corresponds to that associated with the incommensurate order [12], it is reasonable to believe that
the transition between the ordered and disordered phases proceeds through the incommensurate
phase as previously suggested [9, 17]. This constitutes evidence to support that there should
indeed be a narrow sliver of an incommensurate phase extending all the way to φ = θ = 0 along
the f = J = 0.5 line in the phase diagram.
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Appendix E: Analysis as λ→ 0
This appendix will review the arguments of Ref. 7 for the presence of an intermediate incom-
mensurate phase.
In our formalism, these arguments are most easily presented using the Bose gas action SΨ in
Eq. (2). We begin with the case λ = 0. Then, SΨ describes a z = 2 quantum phase transition
at T = 0 with decreasing s, associated with a nonanalyticity in the boson density [33]. Let
the transition occur at s = sc. Then, at length scales larger than the mean-particle spacing
ξ ∼ (sc − s)−1/2, we have a Luttinger liquid description of this dilute Bose gas [35]. Such a
Luttinger liquid is described by the quantum fields θ and φ which obey the commutation relation
(we use the notation of Ref. 33)
[φ(x), θ(y)] = i
pi
2
sgn(x− y) . (E1)
Note that these variables bear no relation to those in the body of the paper. The boson field is
Ψ ∼ eiθ (E2)
and the action is
Sθ = K
2piv
∫
dxdτ
[
(∂τθ)
2 + v2(∂xθ)
2
]
, (E3)
where v is the sound velocity, and K is the dimensionless Luttinger parameter. The main observa-
tion we shall need is that the Luttinger parameter K → 1 in the s↗ sc limit of the z = 2 quantum
phase transition; the dilute Bose gas in this limit is a ‘Tonks gas’, and is described as free fermions.
Now consider turning on a nonzero λ in the Luttinger liquid regime. Then, the action Sθ implies
the scaling dimension
dim
[
ΨN
]
=
N2
4K
. (E4)
So λ is a relevant perturbation to the Luttinger liquid only if N <
√
8K. For K = 1 and N = 3,
λ is irrelevant, and so the Luttinger liquid phase (i.e., incommensurate phase) is stable.
The weakness in the above argument is that it applies only to the Luttinger liquid phase present
for s < sc, and not to its z = 2 critical endpoint at s = sc. To examine the stability of the critical
endpoint, we have to study the regime of length scales smaller than ξ ∼ (sc − s)−1/2, where the
Luttinger liquid description is not valid [35]. In other words, there is an important issue in the
order of limits: the arguments above are for λ→ 0 before s→ sc, but these limits should be taken
in the opposite order.
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